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FOREWORD 

Classified material has been removed in order to make the information 

available on an unclassified, open publication basis, to any interested 

parties. The effort to declassify this report has been accomplished 

specifically to support the Department of Defense Nuclear Test Personnel 

Review (NTPR) Program. The objective is to facilitate studies of the low 

levels of radiation received by some individuals during the atmospheric 

nuclear test program by making as much information as possible available to 

all interested parties. 

The material which has been deleted is either currently classified as 

Restricted Data or Formerly Restricted Data under the provisions of the Atomic 

Energy Act of 1954 (as amended), or is National Security Information, or has 

been determined to be critical military information which could reveal system 

or equipment vulnerabilities and is, therefore, not appropriate for open 

publication. 

The Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA) believes that though all classified 

material has been deleted, the report accurately portrays the contents of the 

original. DNA also believes that the deleted material is of little or no 

significance to studies into the amounts, or types, of radiation received by 

any individuals during the atmospheric nuclear test program. 





ABSTRACT 
The primary objective of Project 5.2 in Operation Redwing was to obUin measured- 
energy input and aircraft-response data on an instrumented B-52 aircraft when sub¬ 
jected to the thermal, blast, and gust effects of a nuclear explosion. 

To accomplish this objective an analysis was performed to determine the effects 
of nuclear explosions on the B-52 aircraft. This analysis was used in selecting the 
spatial location for the B-52, relative to a detonation, that would result in the desired 
aircraft inputs and responses. In addition, the analysis was used in determining the 
desired locations for the sensing components of the instrumenution system. The 
B-52 (AF 52-004) was extensively instrumented for participation in Operation Redwing 
with the major portion of the instrumentation devoted to measuring aircraft responses. 

The actual positioning of the B-52 relative to the detonation was accomplished by 
use of the aircraft flombing Navigation System (BNS). The B-52 participated in nine 
shots, including one shot which the aircraft aborted Just prior to time sero because 
of BNS difficulties. The reliability of the instrumentation system was between 95 per¬ 
cent and 100 percent throughout the test program. 

The aircraft received up to 110 percent of the allowable limit overpressure, 100 
percent of the allowable limit moment on the horizontal stabilizer, and 82 percent of 
the allowable bending moment of the wing. Except on Shot Huron, aircraft damage 
was confined to thermal damage on secondary items such as seals, paint on thin skin, 
and rain-erosion coating on the majority of the exposed plastic surfaces. 

During Shots Huron and Tewa the special shoring for both the electronic-counter¬ 
measures (ECM) radome and bomb-bay doors was removed to verify that damage to 
these items would occur in the normal-mission configuration of the aircraft. Prior 
to Shots Huron and Tewa the ECM radome and bomb-bay doors ware shored to achieve 
a more thorough investigation at near-limit inputs of weapon effects on primary struc¬ 
ture. As predicted, during Shot Huron tbs ECU radome suffered complete failure and 
the bomb-bay doors received moderate buckling because of overpressure. 

The objective established for Project 5.2 was successfully accomplished during 
Operation Redwing. 

It is recommended that the B-52 not participate in future nuclear tests as a weapons- 
capablllty aircraft under the delivery conditions stated in the present B-52 Special Weap 
one Delivery Handbook (Reference 1). 
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FOREWORD 

Thit report presenta the final results of one of the projects participatif In the 
military-effect programs of Operation Redwing. Overall information about this and 
the other military-effect projects can be obtained from WT-1344, tbs “Summary 
Report of the Commander. Task Unit 3.“ This technical summary Includes: (» 
tables listing each detonation with its yield, type, environment, meteorological con¬ 
ditions. etc.; (2) mape showing shot locations; (3) discussion of results by programs; 
(4) summaries of objectives, procedures, results, etc., for all projects; and (81 a 
listing of project reports for the military-effect programs. 

PREFACE 

?n\?i>01f0n“titUt*i ^ "»rung of Project 8.2, “In-Flight Participation of 
Î, ^*ratl0n R#dwtaf* The fl-52 successfully participatedln eight shots 

collecting approximately throe hundred and twenty-five chanela of data per shot 

0Í m co“*ct^1 ^ be too voluminous for inclusion in this raport 

iïiïXTtZrZZl'9??"* 1,1 WrlÄht Alr enter fWADC, Tech- 
c r. ;44 *, »B"8íf’ °P*ritlon R«<lwinf Data” (Secret Restricted Data). 

, r COll,cUd ^ B-52 in Operation Redwing was scheduled for 
FUtó Sirt« « h“17, “d !# Wrtnd in WADC Technical Report 87-313. “In- 
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Chapter / 

INTRODUCTION 
Ul OBJECTIVE 

The primary objective of Project 5.2 in Operation Redwing waste obtain measured- 
energy input and aircraft-response data on an instrumented B-52 (AF 52-004) aircraft 
when subjected to the thermal, overpressure, and gust effects of a nuclear detonation. 
This data will be used to verify or correct the existing “B-52 Special Weapons Delivery 
Handbook “(Reference 1). 

In accomplishing the primary objective, the data collected will be used in satisfying 
the secondary objectives of determining aircraft modifications pertinent to the improve¬ 
ment of the B-52 nuclear-weapon-delivery capabilities and performing related research 
for the design of future military aircraft. 

1.2 BACKGROUND 

The delivery of nuclear weapons presents new problems to the United Sutes Air 
Force (USAF) with regard to the safety of the delivery aircraft. To insure accurate 
determination of the maximum safe-delivery capabilities of existing aircraft, as well 
as future aircraft, the USAF has initiated a research and development program con¬ 
sisting of analytical studies combined with experimenul tests. 

Initial work of this type consisted of a theoretical study conducted at the direction 
of the Wright Air Development Center (WADC) to develop methods for the prediction 
of effects of nuclear explosions on aircraft structures (Reference 2). Thirteen air¬ 
craft of various types participated during Operation Greenhouse (1951) to gather date 
for substantiation of the theoretical study (Reference 3). Subsequent participation 
during Operations Ivy (1952), Upshot-Knothole (1953), and Castle (1954) provided date 
or further correlation with the theoretical analysis and for studies which resulted in 

documents on weapon effects and on the capabilities of several particular USAF aircraft 
(References 4 through 10, inclusive). Substantial amounts of basic-research data also 
were obtained for modification and extension of weapon-effect theories. Participation 
during Operation Redwing was the latest effort to obtain response data on Instrumented 
aircraft. 

1.3 INPUT THEORY 

A brief review of weapon effects may assist in the understanding of the test procedure 
and results to follow. 

A nuclear explosion is characterized by the rapid release of tremendous energies 
resulting in high temperature and pressure near the center of the explosion. The es¬ 
caping radiation and the pressure wave of the initial-nuclear reaction raises the tem¬ 
perature of the surrounding atmosphere to Incandescence, forming a fireball which in 
turn releases the thermal radiation which is of interest in determining aircraft capa¬ 
cities. The high pressures result in the formation of a blast wave preceded by a high- 

velocity shock front. The energy release from the explosion also Includes the emission 
of nuclear radiation and radioactive particles. 



1.3.1 Thermal. The thermal radiation from the fireball is neither constant in 
intensity nor uniform in color temperature with time. The length of the heat pulse 
produced varies with the size of the explosion, although it has a characteristic time- 
intensity variation, rising steeply to a maximum, then decaying more slowly over the 
major portion of the pulse duration. The thermal radiation incident on a receiver 
surface is a function of the size of the explosion, irradiance history, spectral distri¬ 
bution of the radiation, atmospheric attenuation and scatter, albedo, and position and 
orientation of the receiver as a function of time. 

Thermal radiation was computed by the methods outlined in Reference 11, which 
takes into consideration fireball shape, atmospheric attenuation and scatter, and 
earth-surface albedo. In accordance with Reference 11, the emission of the radiant- 
thermal energy is divided into an upper and lower phase of fireball growth and is 
briefly summarized in the following equation: 

Qh = Ql cos H ♦ Qu cos ®u + Qi + Qú 

Where: * total thermal energy perpendicular to a horizontal receiver, cal/cmz 

Qj ■ direct thermal energy to a receiver normal to a ray through ground 
zero, lower phase, ctl/cm2 

Qu « direct thermal energy to a receiver normal to a ray through the center 
of the fireball, upper phase, cal/cm2 

Q' ■ reflected energy perpendicular to a horizontal receiver, cal/cm2 * 

Subscript l and u are lower and upper phase, respectively. 

0f, 0U * the angle between the vertical through the fireball center and the 
radial line from the fireball center to the receiver, lower and upper 
phase, respectively. 

The procedures for computing the respective components of the above equation are 
quite extensive. See Reference 11 for these details. 

The effect of aircraft move me ui was considered by computing the portion of radi¬ 
ation available to the aircraft (at successive locations along the flight path) which 
resulted in an effective thermal pulse received b- the aircraft. The method is de¬ 
scribed in detail in Reference 12. An average source color temperature of 3,000 K 
was assumed for surface bursts and 6,000 K for air bursts as recommended in Refer¬ 
ence 11. 

1.3.2 Overpressures and Material Velocity. The blast wave emanating at high 
velocity from a nuclear detonation produces a material velocity preceded by a shock 
front and increases the pressure, density, and temperature of the atmosphere through 
which it passes. The material velocity is assumed to be in a direction normal to the 
shock front, the shape of which is influenced by atmospheric refraction. 

At a fixed point in space, the atmospheric quantities remain undisturbed until shock- 
front arrival. At shock arrival, the overpressure and material velocity increases 
practic. lly instantaneously to their maximum-positive-phase values. After passage 
of the shock front, the overpressure and material velocity decrease to zero, enter a 
negative phase of lesser peak magnitude, and finally decay to steady-state values. 

The quantities associated with the shock wave have been determined from predictions 
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of peak overpressures at points in space. The overpressure predictions have been de¬ 
rived from the normalized composite free-air overpressure data presented in Reference 
13, modified for altitude by the approximate method set forth in Reference 14. The time 
of arrival of the shock front at a point in space was found by integration of the reciprocal 
of the shock-wave velocity with respect to time along a straight line path from the burst 
center. The direction of the material velocity was determined by measurement from the 
isotime curves. 

With the overpressure at a point in space known, the material-gust velocity was deter¬ 
mined by means of Rankine-Hugoniot relationships. 

1.3.3 Nuclear Radiation. It was recognized that nuclear radiation emitted from 
nuclear detonations might be significant as a physiological danger to aircraft crews 
and could be an aircraft-positioning problem. In the fall of 1955, a meeting was held 
between WADC and Armed Forces Special Weapons Project (AFSWP) oersonnel at 
Kirtland Air Force Base, New Mexico, to determine the criticality of nuclear radia¬ 
tion for effects aircraft in Operation Redwing. It was determined that nuclear radia¬ 
tions were insignificant for the planned positions of the B-52 effects aircraft in this 
operation and for any delivery condition. 

1.4 RESPONSE THEORY 

Aircraft responses to the weapon effects mentioned in the previous section are de¬ 
scribed below. 

Thermal. The primary response of the aircraft to incident-thermal radiation 
is a temperature rise in the exposed elements. The magnitude of the temperature rise 
is ependent upon the amount of the incident energy absorbed; the time during which the 
energy is absorbed; the mass, thermal capacity and physical arrangement of the mate¬ 
rial exposed; and the heat lost through conduction, convection, and radiation. 

Two types of thermal responses on the structure were considered. One response 
was t e temperature rise on outside thin-skin elements sufficiently free of heat sinks 
hat they could be treated as being free of conduction-heat losses. Reradiation losses 

were considered insignificant. The second response was the temperature rise and the 
resu tant induced strain where the skin backup structure caused a significant tempera¬ 
ture gradient. 

By assuming that conduction and reradiation losses have a negligible effect on the 
emperature rise in an exposed thin-skin panel, the heat balance equation may be re¬ 

duced to the following simplified form: 

dTs (cwb) = [a q - hc (Ts - Taw)] dt 

ahí? ti"ie‘temperature history of a thin-skin panel was determined by converting the 
* ea* balance equation to a finite- difference form and performing successive 

solutions. The equation may then be written as: 

TSi+l-Ts¡ + ^ [“qi+l--hc (TSi-Taw)] 

"here: c * specific heat of the skin material, Btu/lb-*R 

w « specific weight of the skin material, lb/fts 

f 
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b = element thickness, ft 

Tg» element temperature, *R 

a = surface absorptivity coefficient, dimensionless 

q » rate of heat intensity normal to skin surface as a function of time. 
Assumed constant over the time interval i, Btu/ft^-sec 

t » time, sec 

hg « forced convective-heat-transfer coefficient, Btu/ft2-sec-°R 

Taw* adiabatic wall temperature » T»( 1+0.18M2), *R 

T,,, » absolute ambient temperature, *R 

M » mach number, dimensionless 

i » iteration number, dimensionless 

The forced convective-heat-transfer coefficient for a turbulent-boundary layer was 
calculated by the equation, 

h _ 5.889 X 10"» (VP)0-1 

C (Xj)0-2 (Tf)#-* 

Where: V = aircraft velocity, ft/sec 

P » ambient atmospheric pressure, lb/ft2 

Xf » distance from leading edge of surface, ft 

Tf * film temperature » (Taw + Ts)/2, *R 

The thermal radiation falling on the external surface of a skin-stiffener segment 
results in a temperature gradient through the skin and stiffener with an initial heat 
flow as shown in Figure 1.1. 

Points of maximum temperature occur in the skin between stiffeners, and no appre¬ 
ciable heat flows across this boundary. If the stiffeners are of equal mass, as is the 
usual case on the aircraft structure, the heat boundaries will occur at the midpoint of 
the free skin between stiffener flanges and will remain stationary with time during a 
transient-heat input. Under these conditions the skin-stiffener segment between these 
boundaries may be treated as a unit without regard to the adjacent structure. Further¬ 
more, since the change in mass of the segment with respect to length along the stiffener 
axis is small, it may be assumed that the heat flow in this direction is negligible and 
the temperature solution may be made for a segment of unit length. 

In the temperature solution, the skin-stiffener segment is divided into elements as 
shown in Figure 1.1 and a heat balance equation is written for each element. The equa¬ 
tions are similar to those used for the isolated thin-skin element except for the addition 
of conduction terms. The same assumption regarding reradiatioi. losses apply. The 
general heat-balance equation for each element is given in finite-difference form as: 

14 



cwbA(TNl<1 -TNi)- oq14, » A » at « 

KA' At(TN-TN4 

+ ^N+l)/2 
+ K'AAMTn.í-TnJí 

- K'AAt(Tn-Tfj+ l)i“hcAAt(T-Taw)i 

Where: A * surface area of the element ■ Id, ft* 

A ' * cross-sectional area of element normal to direction of 
heat flow * bd, ft* 

K = thermal conductivity of material, Btu/ft-sec-*F 

K' = thermal conductance across a joint, Btu/ft*-sec-*F 

I * length of element, ft 

d ■ width of element, ft 

b ■ thickness of element, ft 

N * sequence number of element increasing in direction of heat flow 

Other tei ns are the same as defined in the preceding thin-skin equation. 
The stresses induced in the skin stiffeners by the thermal gradient may be computed 

from the following equation as derived from the analysis reported in Reference 26. 

‘thN 
6 E 

ZA” AT 
“ZÃ" ZA y* 

-atnJ 

Where: fth 
;N 

0 

E 

A" 

thermal stress at element N, psi 

coefficient of thermal expansion, in/in-*F 

modulus of elasticity, psi 

cross-sectional area of elements in a plane normal to the 
stiffener axis, in* 

LN temperature rise of element N 

r distance from neutral axis of the skin-stiffener segment 
to any element, in 

1.4.2 Overpressure and Material Velocity. An aircraft encountering the blast wave 
-rom a nuclear detonation is immediately enveloped by an overpressure and is subjected 
to time-dependent aerodynamic forces and an eneuing motion which may critically affect 
its structural integrity, stability, or control. Although the overpressure and material 
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velocity affect the aircraft simultaneously, they are usually considered separately since 
their structural responses are different. 

The major effect of overpressure is to cause local damage to such items as bomb- 
bay doors, wing flaps, radomes, access doors, and thin skin. 

The aircraft response to the material velocity, or gust, following the blast wave of 
a nuclear explosion is primarily one of aeroelastic response to the incremental airloads 
induced by the gust. The material velocity induces a load increment because of a nearly 
instantaneous angle of attack change. If the gust is from behind and below, the aircraft 
is caused to accelerate upward and to pitch nose downward. The resulting aircraft 
upward-velocity component serves to reduce the effective-vertical component of the 
gust and, hence, tine incremental angle of attack. The pitching also decreases the angle 
of attack. Therefore, the ensuing motion tends to alleviate the net-aerodynamic forces 
which caused it. Eventually, an equilibrium condition is attained as the material veloc- 

Hiot in 

Figure 1.1 Typical skin-stiffener segment for thermal analysis. 

ity decays from its initial-peak value. For the methods employed in Reference 1 and 
Operation Redwing positioning calculations, the aircraft was assumed to be flying straight 
and level tail-on to the burst at the time it was overtaken by the nuclear-blast wave. The 
shock front, considered to be a plane surface, passes over the wing from behind and be¬ 
low and moves at a high velocity relative to still air. The material velocity behind the 
shock front and moving in the same direction as the shock front combines with the air¬ 
craft velocity to result in a decreased aircraft-relative velocity at an increase in angle 
of attack. This shift in relative velocity and angle of attack is practically instantaneous 
upon shock arrival and results in a sharp increase in airload and load factor. The same 
concept will generally apply to the tail, with minor differences to account for downwash 
and tail angle. The analysis is complicated, however, by the changes in pressure, den¬ 
sity, and temperature which acccmpany the blast wave. These changes affect the equiv¬ 
alent velocities upon which aerodynamic lift depends. 

For the investigation of aircraft response to blast effects, an adaptation of a quasi¬ 
static condition with the use of dynamic magnification and gust-alleviation factors was 
used which gave realistic results without recourse to the prohibitively long-calculation 
procedures of a more exact solution. This approach utilized, as a starting point, the 
quasi-steady aerodynamic assumption of insUntaneous attainment of peak lift to com¬ 
pute a maximum quasi-steady vertical load factor increment. The effects of lift growth, 
rigid-body motion, and dynamic-elastic motions were then brought into consideration by 
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applying to the maximum quasi-steady vertical load factor increment a gust alleviation 
factor, Kg, and a dynamic magnification factor, D. 

This approach may be illustrated in equation form as, 

Mg * M, + KgD(AM) 

Where: Mq * final bending moment 

M, * preshock, level-flight bending moment 

AM = change in bending moment from preshock values as determined 
from a quasi-static load concept 

The product of dynamic magnification and gust-alleviation factors, KgD, used for 
the wing and horizontal stabilizer of the B-52 in this operation represents conservatively- 
selected envelopes based upon theoretical values calculated in detoil. Calculations were 
made using analog equipment for a number of different cases involving weapon and air¬ 
craft parameters. For the critical portion of the wing, the inboard section, a KgD value 
of 1.4 was used. A KgD value of 2.0 was used for the horizontal stabilizer. As noted in 
Section 4.7, it was necessary to adjust these values, generally downward, as a result of 
measured data as the program progressed. 

The quasi-static incremental moment, AM, may be determined from known-load 
parameters and calculated incremental-load factors. This is defined in equation form 
as, 

AM (Mj - ♦ 9M 
On 

Anw ♦ 
9Md 

dn 
Ant 

Where: M, 

M2 

9M 
dn 

dMd 
dn 

Anw 

Ant 

preshock, level-flight bending moment 

level-flight bending moment in postshock aerodynamic regime 

partial derivative of net beam bending moment with respect to load 
factor (Mach No. and 2 held constant) 

partial derivative of dead weight beam bending moment with respect 
to load factor (Mach No. and q held constant) 

incremental aircraft vertical load factor due to gust load on the wing 

incremental aircraft vertical load factor due to gust load on the toil 

It will be noted that the tail incremental-load factor affects only the bending moment 
ue to the dead weight of the wing and not the aerodynamic quantities. The final ex¬ 

pression for the postshock bending moment becomes 

MG = M, + KgD — M,)n al + — Anw + ^!íL ¿ntJ 

1,5 aircraft LIMITS 

The critical limits on various components of the B-52 used for positioning the air- 
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craft in Operation Redwing were determined by analyses, specimen laboratory tests, 
and aircraft-static tests. 

1.5.1 Thermal. To determine limiting-thermal capabilities for structural alloys 
and pla'dtics with and without various types of paint and primers, tests were performed 
at Boeing Airplane Company (BAC) and Naval Radiological Defense Laboratory (NRDL) 
(Reference 15). In addition, miscellaneous items of aircraft equipment such as seals, 
vents, etc., were also tested at BAC (Reference 16). As a result of these tests and 
studies on the effects of repeated thermal inputs on the aircraft-material properties, 
an allowable temperature of 600 degrees Fahrenheit was established on magnesium 
and aluminum thin-skin structures. Lower thermal capabilities of non-critical re¬ 
placeable items, as far as aircraft safety was concerned, were not used as limiting 
considerations for positioning the aircraft. 

1.5.2 Overpressure. Critical static overpressures were obtained by subjecting 
the static-test aircraft to internal negative-air pressures (Reference 17). Since the 
dynamic effects of an instantaneous overpressure buildup caused by a nuclear detonation 
could not be duplicated in the static test, a dynamic magnification factor was used with 
the static test results to determine the allowable free-air overpressure. With a mag¬ 
nification factor of 1.25, the basic-aircraft-allowable-free-air overpressure was 
determined to be 0.8 psi. In the static test, two exceptions to this allowable limit were 
found. A magnification factor of 1.67 was believed to be realistic for the ECM radome 
because of size and for the bomb-bay doors because of their size and edge support. On 
this basis, the allowable-free-air overpressure for the ECM radome was determined to* 
be 0.24 psi and for the bomb-bay doors, 0.34 psi. In order to evaluate the aircraft- 
overpressure capabilities at the test site, the ECM radome and bomb-bay doors were 
shored to raise their capabilities to at least 0.8 psi. The shoring was used in all but 
the last two B-52 test-shot participations. 

Analytical studies indicated the possibility of the inboard-wing flaps being critical 
for overpressure loads. The most critical item was crushing in the flap-track-rib 
chords, caused by the high-reaction load of the aft-flap bumpers. The aft-bumper load 
was alleviated by the installation of an additional set of bumpers on the flap spar at each 
flap track. Using the flap rib and spar strengths as noted in the stress analysis of this 
component (Reference 18), the allowable-free-air overpressure of approximately 0.5 
psi was then computed. 

1.5.3 Material Velocity. Aircraft limits cannot be stated in terms of material 
velocity alone because of the influence of other factors, such as aircraft orientation, 
altitudeT and velocity. The incremental airloads resulting from the material velocity, 
described in Section 1.4.2, combine with steady-state-flight loads to produce struc¬ 
tural loads which can be compared with limits stated in terms of allowable loads on 
the various structural components. The wing, stabilizer, and fuselage-allowable loads 
were determined during the B-52 static-test program. At the critical locations, allow¬ 
able loads were as follows: Wing Station 444 bending moment, 56.9 x 10* in-lb; Sta¬ 
bilizer Station 300 bending moment, 0.78 x 10* in-lb; total tail load, 126,000 lb; and 
Body Station 1332 vertical shear, ± 120,000 lb. The load ratios shown in Chapter 3 are 
based on these allowable shears and moments. 
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Chapter 2 

PROCEDURE 
2.1 OPERATIONS 

2.1.1 Aircraft Preparation. Concurrent with the decision in 1954 for participation 
of a B-52 in Operation Redwing, a B-52 was in the process of being instrumented for 
a flight-load-survey program. The flight-load instrumentation partially fulfilled the 
Operation Redwing requirements, so the same aircraft was used in both programs. 
Installation of additional transducers and the majority of the wiring for transducers to 
be later installed was accomplished during the instrumentation phase of the flight-load 
survey. 

The initial instrumentation was accomplished during 1954. Calibration of all flight- 
load-survey transducers and those installed for Operation Redwing was accomplished 
during February and March of 1955. A description of the calibration is contained in 
Reference 19. 

During the summer of 1955, familiarization flights were conducted by the USAF 
crew for Operation Redwing. In September 1955, the majority of the remaining instru¬ 
mentation was installed and calibrated. In November and December, 1955, simulated 
Operation Redwing missions were flown with the complete flight crew. The B-52 then 
entered a final lay up for maintenance, modification, painting, final instrumenUtion 
installation and repair, and preparation for overseas movement. The aircraft was 
accepted by the USAF in February 1956. 

All aircraft instrumenUtion was insUlled, calibraUd, and mainUined by the Boeing 
Airplane Company under contract with Wright Air Development Center (WADC) in the 

ni * tetes Md at the test site* Aircraft maintenance was performed by Boeing per- 
•onnel until departure for the test site, after which WADC personnel assumed main- 

nance responsibility. Project 5.2 organization and its relationship to Program 5 is 
•nown in Appendix A. 

‘2 St>0t ParticlPatlon- The names and yields of shots on which the B-52 partici- 

m««, T"01*' ln Table 3*1, The “»P* of Biklnl "»d Eniwetok atolls and the Sum- 
dunï Shot Dau Table' wWch comprise the frontispiece, show all shots detonated 

g peration Redwing as well as their location, time, and type of detonation. 

heij1 3 Qperationa* Procedures. The operational procedures used during Operation 
Un«h IV6?' ÍOr the m08t part’ ^Ptod from experience gained in Operations Ivy, 
of th» ”0t 0*e ant* ^or each «hot. the aircraft was positioned on the basis 
effect tlonin* yield* Because of the sute of the art in prediction of nuclear-weapon 
cent f U** aircra*t’ 11 wa§ nec«*eary to position the aircraft for approximately 80 per- 
UDon° criteria c*1*1! tk® validity of the prediction methods could be established. 
cr . aa a actory correlation between the prediction methods and Ust results, the air- 
U*er 1)081110116(1 to r®ceive higher percentages of allowable-limit wing load, stabi- 
fmm w ’ 0V6rPr®8,ur®. or Umperature. The actual prediction methods were refined 

s ot to shot, as measured dau was analyzed. 

curve* »r0CfdUre 18 illuatrat®d In Figures 2.1 and 2.2 which show superimposed response 
» or the various weapon effects. Two figures have been used for clarity. It should 
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Horizontal Rang« at Tim« Z«ro , Kilofett 

Figure 2.1 Wing and tail load positioning chart. 

Horizontal Ronge at Time Zero.Kilofeet 

Figure 2.2 Maximum temperature and overpressure positioning chart. 



be noted that while both figures have an abscissa of Horizontal Range at Time Zero for 
comparative purposes, the effects shown in Figure 2.1 and the overpressure shown in 
Figure 2.2 will occur at the time of shock arrival, some time after time zero. The air¬ 
craft velocity must be assumed constant to construct such charts, since the time of shock 
arrival at any point in space is a function of overpressure for a given weapon yield. In 
Figure 2.1 it can be seen that the proposed-aircraft location would have resulted in the 
development of 57 percent of the allowable-stabilizer shear at Buttock Line 58, and about 
77 percent of the allowable-bending moment at Wing Station 462. From Figure 2.2 it can 
be noted that the position indicated would have produced a temperature of approximately 
430 degrees Fahrenheit in the thin-aluminum skin of the elevator and that the aircraft 
would have to withstand an overpressure of 0.55 psi. It is also apparent from the figures 
that the aircraft location could be adjusted to keep one effect constant while varying others. 

Figures 2.1 and 2.2 are presented as an example and the curves shown are not neces¬ 
sarily those for the most critical effects. As testing progressed, it became evident that 
the bending moment at Stabilizer Station 300 was one of the more critical items. In sub¬ 
sequent charts similar to those of Figures 2.1 and 2.2, therefore, curves showing the 
criticality of Stabilizer Station 300 were included. 

Aircraft location was also influenced by operational factors. It was desired that the 
aircraft be within 5,000 pounds of a gross weight of 270,000 pounds and that the center 
of gravity be close to 26 percent of the mean-aerodynamic chord at the time the aircraft 
was subjected to weapons effects. This requirement was dictated by the fact that 270,000 
pounds represented a reasonable over-Urget weight for a bombing mission, and because 
base-stress-level-load data had been taken at this weight. 

A minimum test altitude of 20,000 feet was established because of high fuel consump¬ 
tion at lower altitudes and limited take-off gross weight determined by runway length. 
A maximum altitude of 41,000 feet was established because of limits to aircraft- 
acceleration capabilities at higher altitudes that would increase the possibility of an 
aborted run-in if the airplane were behind schedule. 

After arriving at a decision as to the desired aircraft responses for a particular 
shot, a position in space at time zero was calculated as outlined above, which would 
subsequently result in those responses. The altitude was coordinated with all other 
participating aircraft and the flight path arranged to avoid restricted areas. The posi¬ 
tioning data were then presented to Task Groups 7.1 and 7.4 for approval. 

A detailed flight plan was prepared for each shot to assist the flight crew in posi¬ 
tioning the aircraft at the desired altitude, horizontal range, orientation, and airspeed 
with the desired gross weight and center-of-gravity location at shot time. 

The desired aircraft locations in space were attained by the use of a modified radar 
mbing-navigation system (BNS). This modification added an auxiliary positioning 

computer (APC) to the radar ME-5 computer. A brief description of the use and opera¬ 
tion of this system in positioning the aircraft is given below. 

The desired location in space at time zero was set into the BNS in terms of north 
^d east offsets relative to ground zero. This allowed the navigator to position the 
aircraft at the desired location by actually sighting on the ground-zero target. While 

e bomb-sight cross hairs were held on the target during the run-in, the ME-5 com¬ 
puter calculated the time-to-go (that is, the remaining time before the aircraft would 
reach the desired location). A ground transmitter broadcast a radio tone from the 
weapon-timing sequences to the aircraft at exactly time zero minus 6 minutes. The 
radio tone triggered a time-standard oscillator in the APC system. The APC then 
compared time-to-go with time-to-detonation and presented this comparison (on dials) 

the pilot and to the navigator. If these two times were equal, the dials read zero 
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and the aircraft would reach the desired location at time zero if its speed were main¬ 
tained. If a difference existed between the two times, the dials indicated the aircraft 
was early or late in terms of seconds. This indication allowed the pilot to adjust the 
aircraft speed to compensate for the difference between the two times so as to arrive 
at the desired position at time zero. 

The aircraft was flown to the test area and four to six positioning timing runs were 
made (Figure 2.3). Upon completion of the timing runs, a wind box was flown to allow 
the navigator to arrive at the initial point at approximately 6 minutes prior to time zero 
on the final run. 

Prior to each flight, a complete preflight inspection and checkout of all instrumen¬ 
tation was accomplished. This preflight check consisted of balancing, aligning, and 
standardizing of each channel of information, and titling the film of each camera. 
During this check, malfunctioning gages were replaced with staitd-by gages or were 
repaired. On each flight, an in-flight calibration check and zero references were ob- 

Figure 2.3 Typical flight pattern. 

tained through the use of an sinusoidal roller-coaster maneuver prior to time zero and 
shortly after shock arrival. Also, an instrumentation standardization was performed 
prior to time zero and shortly after shock arrival. All instrumentation was operated 
by the flight test engineer at the electronic-countermeasures (ECM) operator’s station. 
After landing, a complete postflight check of all instrumentation, similar to the pre- 
flight, was accomplished. Any gages that malfunctioned during the postflight inspection 
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were carefully examined during the test portion of the data record in order to eliminate 
incorrect data. 

In addition to the standard aircraft equipment, a spare ultra-high frequency (UHF) 
radio (with transfer switch at the pilot’s station) was provided and two very-high fre¬ 
quency (VHF) radios were used for ground communications and APC signals. 

Curtains for the protection of crew members were installed on all crew compartment 
windows. These areas were not exposed directly to the bursts, but it was anticipated 
that a sufficient amount of radiation might be received from cloud reflection and atmos¬ 
pheric back-scatter to cause injury to crew members or equipment. The curtains were 
constructed of one layer of white cotton duck (MIL-D-10861), facing the radiation, sewn 
together with one layer of aluminized-vinyl-coated cotton twill (MIL-C-7642 Type I), 
with the vinyl facing away from the crew. The curUins were mounted so they could be 
drawn over the windows when in the effects area and retracted to the window edge when 
not in use. Electrical wiring in the window-frame area, which was not shielded by the 
curtains, was protected by a wrapping of aluminum foil. 

2.2 INSTRUMENTATION 

Skin temperatures were measured by means of 85 thermocouples located in the sur¬ 
faces of the left wing, left horizontal stabilizer, and lower surface of the fuselage. Ten 
of the thermocouples were unique in that they were used to determine convective cooling 
effects. In addition, a total of twenty-five calorimeters and two radiometers were used 
to measure radiant exposure and irradiance. 

Complete flight-load data for moments, shears, and torsions were obtoined by instru¬ 
menting the wing, body and tail structure with strain gages in uncombined-single and 
combined-multiple bridges. In addition, single and multiple uncombined strain gages 
were used to measure stresses. 

Additional aircraft instrumentation included gyros to measure the angles ci roll and 
Pitch, pressure transducers to measure overpressures, accelerometers for measure¬ 
ment of angular and translatory-structural component accelerations, and control- 
surface-position transducers. 

Recording oscillographs and cameras supplied time-histories of all sensing trans- 
ucers, aircraft position, and other pertinent data. Instrumentation locations are 

diagrammed in Appendix B. 

, Thermal Transducers. The calorimeters and radiometers used on the B-52 
n peration Redwing were made by Naval Radiological Defense Laboratory (NRDL), 

except for two calorimeters at Body SUtion 1500 which were made by Boeing. Twenty- 

ur* ^0^iineter8 two radiometers were available throughout the aircraft to meas- 

Appendu'a^'***0*1*** ^^8tr^ution an<* radiant exposure at the aircraft (Figure B.6 

m,rriL0f ca^or*meter8 w®re mounted in a box on the tail turret for measure- 
initni the thermal radiation through filters in seven wave-band regions. These 
Camh Th ,up^iec* at the request of, and to obtain data for, the Air Force 
tor hJt* Center (AFCRC), Project 5.7. One was referenced to an ice bath 
dianc * lapacit^ corrections. Two radiometers in the same box measured the irra- 
wheel- iiW0 calorim*ter8 were located inside the ECM radome forward of the forward 
mounted* iJ0 inve,ti*ate thermal-radiation transmission through the radome. One was 
radiant V* * paint*^ area end the other above an unpainted area. To record the 
calon expoaure normal to the lower side of the fuselage, three 160-degree-view 

meters were placed at Body Station 650. Two units at Body SUtion 1500 were 
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used to determine the convective-cooling effect. Two additional calorimeters recorded 
the thermal radiation reaching the crew compartment. One was placed inside the cock¬ 
pit behind the white-thermal curtain and was referenced to an k:e bath. The other was 
placed outside the windshield on top of the nose and was referenced to outside-air tem¬ 
perature. 

Eighty-five butt-welded copper-constantan thermocouples were installed in the B-52 
to measure thermal responses (Figures B.2, B.3, B.4, B.6, and B.8). The thermo¬ 
couples, with the exception of those in laminated glass, were held in place by means 
of small dural screws and nuts. Thermocouples were arranged on stiffeners in several 
areas to measure heat gradients through the structure. Duplicate thermocouples were 
installed at each location as a stand-by, and all thermocouples were referenced to the 
ice bath. 

To investigate the effects of cooling by the airstream, ten thermocouples were 
mounted on the under side of the outboard portion of the left wing in two chordwise 
rows of five thermocouples each. The thermocouples in one row were isolated from 
the airstream by transparent-fuse-quartz covers, and the thermocouples in the other 
row were uncovered. Six copper-constantan thermocouples were installed in the 
sandwich-constructed ECM radome, located forward of the forward wheel-well, to 
determine radome-temperature gradient. They were installed in two sets of three, 
one set on an unpainted portion of the radome and the other set on a painted portion. 
Each set consisted of a thermocouple on the outer surface of the outer lamina, one on 
the inner surface of the outer lamina, and one on the inner surface of the inner lamina. 
Six additional thermocouples were similarly installed as stand-bys. 

Standard iron-constantan and chromel-alumel temperature probes recorded inlet, 
low compressor, high compressor, burner, and tailpipe temperatures of the No. 6 
engine. 

Thirty strain gages were installed on the lower surface of the wing to measure 
spanwise-thermal strain. Ten strain gages were installed on the lower surface of the 
horizontal stabilizer, five to measure spanwise-thermal strain and five to measure 
chordwise-thermal strain. In addition, duplicate strain gages were installed as stand¬ 
bys (Figures B.2 and B.7). 

2.2.2 Load Transducers. Fifty-eight load bridges (plus a complete set of stand-by 
bridges) were installed to measure shears, moments, and torsions on the wing, fuse¬ 
lage, and tail surfaces (Figures B.l, B.3, B.5, and B.7). Each load bridge consisted 
of one prime-strain-gage bridge attenuated electrically with two or more other bridges 
in such a manner that the combined bridge was sensitive only to one type of load. The 
selection of attenuating resistors resulted from a ground calibration of the instrumen¬ 
tation installed in the aircraft. All load bridges were temperature compensated. Prior 
to Operation Redwing, an extensive flight-load-survey program, utilizing this instrumen¬ 
tation, was conducted on the aircraft (Reference 20). 

The strain gages used in the combined circuits were Baldwin SR-4, paper dual-lead 
type AD-6, paper wrap-around type A-lf-1, or bakelite temperature-compensated type 
EBDF-13D. They were installed using 'ialdwin SR-4 cement on the paper gages and 
Shell Oil Company Epon VI on the bakelite gages. Sealing against high humidity was 
accomplished by applying coatings of neoprene, Minnesota Mining compound EC776, and 
Products Research Company PR 1201 in fuel areas. In other areas protection was pro¬ 
vided with neoprene and PR 1201 or PR 1201 alone. 

In addition to the combined load bridges noted above, sixteen stress bridges (ten on 
the upper surface of the wing, one each on the fin and left stabilizer, and one on each of 
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the four fuselage longerons at Body Station 710) were installed at intermediate points 
relative to the load-bridge stations. A complete set of stand-by gages was also installed 
for each stress bridge (Figures B.l, B• 3, B.5» and B-6). The'e gages were installed 
so that they were relatively insensitive to local bending or to loads other than primary- 
beam bending. They were used as a check on spanwise-moment variation as obtained 
by the load bridges. Their responses to load were checked during the ground calibration. 

The strain gages used in the uncombined bridges were Baldwin SR-4 felt-backed- 
paper types A-3 and A-5-1 or bakelite temperature-compensated type EBDF-7D or 
EBDF-3D. All gages were attached and sealed as noted above. 

Analytical studies indicated the possibility of the inboard-wing flaps being critic*! 
for overpressure loads. As a result of this study, the B-52 effects aircraft was 
equipped with a set of support bumpers on the upper surface of the inboard flaps at the 
intersections of the flap-track centerlineo and the flap spar. Prior to Shot Flathead, 
the bumper at Wing Station 398 was replaced with a strain-gage-instrumented bumper 
calibrated to measure the flap-track reaction to the overpressure load on the flap. 

Structural deflections (bending and torsional) were photographed by two cameras lo¬ 
cated above the upper-wing surface on the centerline of the fuselage (Figure B.6). Tar¬ 
gets were mounted on the upper surface of the wings, forward edge of the fin, and on 
the horizontal-tail surfaces for photographic reference. The Urgets were illuminated 
for positive identification and night operations. 

2^2.3 Overpressure and Acceleration Transducers. Fifteen Statham-type-pressure 
transducers were located throughout the aircraft for the primary purpose of measuring 
time-intensity histories (Figures B.6, B.8, and B.9). 

Four of these transducers were in the left stabilizer, one was in the left side of the 
fin, and ten were in the fuselage. Pressure transducers in the vertical tail, lower-aft 
portion of the body, and lower-forward portion of the body were used to evaluate the 
rate and direction of shock propagation over the length of the body and toil. Sideslip 
Mg « was measured by the differential pressure between static ports on each side of 
the aircraft fuselage. 

Body and fin overpressure transducers were of the unbonded strain-gage, temperature- 
oompensated type. The dynamically balanced Stotham P-96 and the flush-diaphragm Sta- 

am P-81 differential-pressure transducers were used for body and toil-skin inátalla- 
lons. Both these units had low sensitivity to linear accelerations. However, the P-96, 

of th Dad * BoUowe, was somewhat sensitive to angular vibration. The range 

ranM W** * 3 P8Í Ít8 natural lr«qu*ncy was 600 cps. The P-81 had a ± 5 psi 
t. * 4 natur»l frequency of 5,500 cps. Tubing connections were made so that only 

inDuf1iH.°VerPre88Ure ^8 r®cor<*e<k This was accomplished by venting the pressure- 
a nor* h 10 ^ Preasure"Plc*cuP point and the reference side to the same point through 
aa a mf ^ 0pen 80len0id valve. The valve was closed just prior to the test, thus giving 

reference the ambient pressure prior to shock arrival. 

at va”^0* respon8e t0 *hock wave and gust was recorded by pressure transducers 
duce ri0U8 location* throughout the No. 6 engine (Figures B.3 and B.4). Twelve trans- 
tribut* Were *ocated at ***• ®ngtn* intake to obtain a history of the intake-pressure dis- 
comDl0n* InternaI-®n*n® Pr*88Ure® were also measured at the low-pressure- 
•xhaust**0*^ 0U^8t’ **** ^ig^"Pre88Ure-compressor outlet, burner section, and turbine 

* 2^m íwf1 pr#aiure8 were measured with Statham P6TC temperature-compensated 
Enain / erential"Pr888ure transducers, referenced to the shielded pitot prior to gust. 

*- nternal pressures were measured with Statham type P-24 temperature- 
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compensated absolute-pressure transducers. Pressure ranges were SO, 100, and 200 
psi. The transducers were all installed forward of the transverse firewall, with tubing 
to pick up the burner and tailpipe pressures. 

Fourteen angular and twenty-two linear accelerometers were 'ocated in the tail, 
fuselage, wings, and engine nacelles to obtain data on aircraft response to the shock 
wave and material velocity (Figures B.l, B.3, B.5, and B.7). Angular accelerations 
about the pitch axis were measured. Two vertical accelerometers mounted near the 
aircraft center of gravity were used to record normal acceleration on separate oscillo¬ 
graphs. A third acceler< meter, similarly mounted, was connected through a servo 
smphfier to a sensitive indicator at the pilot's panel. This latter instrument was used 
by the pilot in accomplishing in-flight calibration-check maneuvers. 

Linear accelerations were measured with Statham unbonded-strain-gage, controlled- 
tempcrature, temperature-compensated,type A-30 and A-33 accelerometers mounted on 
a rotatable base which was used for functional and preflight checks. One channel used 
a Genlsco controlled-temperature, potentiometer-type accelerometer. This instrument 
was installed at the aircraft center of gravity and was chosen for its low-frequency re¬ 
sponse. The angular accelerometers were Statham temperature-compensated, unbonded- 
strain-gage type AA-14 transducers. 

2.2.4 Control Surface Position Transducers. Left aileron, left and right inboard 
spoiler, left and right elevator, stabilizer, and rudder positions were measured by 
seven angular-position transducers. An angular-position transducer consists of a 
cylindrical housing which contains a thin steel blade rigidly connected to one end of the 
case and to a protruding shaft at the other end. Baldwin SR-4 bonded-paper strain 
gages are installed on opposite sides of the blade at 45 degrees with its axis and con¬ 
nected to have an output only for torsional deflections of the blade. The housing is 
attached to the aircraft on the hinge line of the control surface. The shaft is connected 
to a forked arm which fits around a pin on the control surface so that there are no thrust 
or side loads on the transducer. The transducer is inherently linear, temperature- 
compensated, and treated in the circuit as a simple-strain-gage bridge. This instru¬ 
ment was developed and fabricated by the Boeing Airplane Company. 

2.2.5 Cameras. Ten type N-9 Gun-Sight-Aiming-Point (GSAP) cameras were used 
in the airplane (Figure B.6). Six were mounted in the tail turret adjacent to the tail 
turret calorimeters to record fireball rise and growth and aircraft location with respect 
to time and the area viewed by the calorimeters. Filters were installed on the lenses 
for attenuation and spectral evaluation. Two of the cameras were located on the lower- 
body surface at Body Station 660 to record the locations and magnitudes of clouds below 
the aircratt. The remaining two cameras were mounted in the camera housing on the 
upper surface of the body approximately at Body Station 575, to scan the area above and 
for vard of the aircraft. The field of view of these two cameras was coordinated with the 
views of the calorimeters for the crew compartment. 

Two Traid Camera Corporation Automax 35-mm cameras (one main and one stand-by) 
were used to photograph an instrument panel located in the cockpit just aft of the pilot’s 
seat. The photorecorder contained the following instruments: tail camera “on” lights; 
camera heater indicator;outside air temperature; airspeed; pressure altitude; bleed 
valve position (No. 6 engine); fuel flow (No. 6 engine); low speed rotor RPM (No. 6 
engine); high speed rotor RPM (No. 6 engine); radar system target offset north-south 
coordinates (Xn); and radar system target offset east-west coordinates (Xe). 
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Two Automax 35-mm cameras located above the upper surface of the wing on the 
centerline of the fuselage were used to record structural deflections (bending and tor¬ 
sion) of the wing and tail surfaces. 

2.2.6 Oscillographs. Consolidated Engineering Corporation Model 5-119 oscillo¬ 
graphs were installed as the major recording equipment. Eight oscillographs were 
mounted in neks in the forward crew compartment. Eleven oscillograph magazines 
were carried, eight installed and three carried as spares. Each magazine was loaded 
with 400 feet of thin photosensitive paper which provided ample running time for each 
oscillograph. 

2.2.7 Time Coordination. Time coordination was provided for the oscillographs 
photorecorder, deflection cameras, and the crew stations in ihe forward compartment. 

Counters were operated at one-second intervals by an intervalometer and were 
photographed by the photo recorder, each deflection camera, and each oscillograph. 
The oscillographs also had a dynamic trace which marked the one- and ten-second 
intervals provided by the intervalometer. 

The event signal (obtained by the test engineer pressing the event switch) was dis¬ 
played by lights at all the stations and recorders except the oscillographs, where the 
event signal was marked by a shift in the base level of the dynamic trace. 

A tuning-fork-controlled-time standard was used to provide correlation between the 
oscillographs for accurate time-base measurements. 

In order to correlate data or the aircraft radar-scope camera, a counter was in¬ 
stalled in the photorecorder to display the camera frame number. 

2.3 INSTRUMENTATION CALIBRATION 

tinn11 0r.ír to e8takHsh the relationship between the quantity measured and the deflec- 
w-r»0" ?! °*clllograph, it was necessary to calibrate each channel. All transducers 

* "a ^ Vibrated by applying a series of accurately measured functions and 
recording the associated response on the oscillograph. 

JLr3‘! ^at^ometera an<* Calorimeters. The thermal-radiation-foil radiometers and 
of the were designed, fabricated, and calibrated by NRDL. The calibration 
cremen/? * in8taiiati°n was accomplished by inserting accurately measured mv in- 
defWti * 10 ^ radiometer and calorimeter circuits to establish the galvanometer 
relaMftn°!Lür mV’ NRDL calibration, pre- and post-Redwing, established the 
relation between thermal radiation and mv readings. 

Boeina CO"''®ctlve'cooling calorimeters were designed, fabricated, and calibrated by 
small disk _fensin* eiement of the calorimeter was a thermocouple mounted on a 
increme t * ca^i^rati°ns were accomplished by accurately applying measured mv 
ards data ? ^ ^188 ln the clrcuit before ^ »^r each flight. The Bureau of Stand- 
The calo ^ mV output P®1* ^cgr®« Fahrenheit were used to obtain circuit references. 
refe r œeter-di8k temperature was referenced to the ice point by Immersing the 
water*?06 ^unclion °*tl>e circuit in a thermos of ice and water. The reference ice and 

Jugs were located in the forward crew compartment. 

-hermocouplea. All thermocouple circuits were calibrated electrically by 
tures w* 11161110(1 88 the convective-cooling calorimeters. The thermocouple tempera- 
cooHn»*? alS0 rRferenced to the ice point in the same manner as the convective- 
cooling calorimeters. 
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2.3.3 Strain Gagea. The point-load-calibration system, as described in Reference 
19, was used to calibrate bending moment, shear- and torsion-combined-load circuits 
on the wing, fuselage, and stabilizer; and uncombined-moment bridges on the wing and 
stabilizer. A post-Redwing calibration was performed on the stabilizer-load circuits 
to extend the calibration range to be compatible with the magnitude of loads measured 
during Operation Redwing tests. All stress-bridge responses were calculated from the 
gage factors (ratio of change in resistance per unit strain). 

At the time of the calibration of the strain-gage transducers, a precision resistor 
was momentarily shunted across one leg of each bridge. The bridge unbalance from 
the calibration load was then referenced to the unbalance from the resistor as a ratio. 
This unbalance-output ratio was constant, regardless of voltage or line-resistance 
changes. A resistor equivalent to the one used in calibration was1 included in the air- 
craft circuitry and used for ground and in-flight standardization. 

2.3.4 Pressure Transducers. All pressure transducers were calibrated by apply¬ 
ing manometer-measured pressure increments and recording their output. A resistor 
was momentarily shunted across one leg of the transducer bridge and a calibration 
ratio, which was constant regardless of voltage or line resistance, was obtained. 

2.3.5 Accelerometers. The lateral and vertical accelerometers were calibrated in 
the laboratory by the use of an accurately controlled turntable. The accelerometers 
were mounted with their axis through the center of the turntable to measure centrifugal 
acceleration. The acceleration was adjusted by varying the speed of the turntable 
through the range that the particular element would be subjected. Angular accelerom¬ 
eters were calibrated by attaching them to a pivoted beam, the acceleration of which 
was controlled by a motor-driven cam at one end. Calibration ratios, similar to those 
obtained for strain-gage circuits, were obtained. 

2.3.6 Control Surface Position Transducers. Calibration of the torsion-blade- 
positioning transducer, mounted on the hinge line of the control-surface element, was 
accomplished by moving the elevator, aileron, rudder, stabilizer or spoiler to a known 
series of position increments and recording the galvanometer deflection. This deflec¬ 
tion was used as a ratio of the deflection caused by the standardizing resistor. 

2.3.7 Deflection Cameras. Calibration was accomplished by photographing scale 
poles set at each target to establish the relationship between image displacement and 
actual deflection. 

2.4 INSTRUMENT RELIABILITY 

Every effort was made to utilize simple dc circuits for all electrical measurements. 
These circuits proved to be more reliable, as well as easier to maintain and set up, 
than circuits using vacuum-tube amplifiers and stepping switches. 

A junction-box system was used in the aircraft-instrumentation wiring. Junction 
boxes were provided in the remote areas of the structure near anticipated transducer 
positions. These junction boxes were connected by shielded multi-conductor cables 
to a master junction box located above the forward wheel-well in the fuselage and from 
there to the recording equipment in the forward crew compartment. 

Spare circuits were provided in anticipation of channel failure and new requirements. 
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They permitted growth and flexibility in instrumentation requirements without causing 
cables to be run through crowded structure areas. A system of short jumper cables 
in the master-junction box could be used to connect any transducer to any recording 
channel. 

As indicated in Chapter 3, the reliability of the instrumentation was extremely high, 
in the order of 95 percent to 100 percent throughout the test program. Constant and 
considerable care was exercised in the protection of the instrumentation from moisture. 
Fabric rain-resistant covers were used to cover the entire left wing, the inboard section 
of the right wing, and both left and right stabilizers. These covers were kept on the air¬ 
craft, as allowed by maintenance and flight activities. In addition, the wing cavity sur¬ 
rounding the fuel cells, the aft unpressurized compartment and the horizontal-stabilizer 
cavities were ventilated with warm, dry, air during all possible time while the aircraft 
was on the ground. Two ground-blower units were used, each furnishing 1,200 ft3/min 
of air at approximately 100 degrees Fahrenheit (dry-bulb temperature) with more than 
60 percent of the ambient moisture removed. It is believed that the above noted precau¬ 
tions, in addition to the moisture proofing which was used on all strain-gage installations, 
accounted for the low percentage of instrumentation lost during the operation. 

2.5 DATA REDUCTION AND HANDLING 

The magnitude of data obtained at the test site was so great that, with the time and 
manpower available, only a small percentage was actually reduced. Prior to each 
participation, a list of all required data was prepared and priority assigned for reduc¬ 
tion purposes. 

Immediately after the aircraft landed from a shot participation, all oscillograph and 
camera magazines were removéd and the records were processed by the Flight Test 
Instrumentation Group (Figure A.l, Appendix A). Each channel of the oscillographic 
data and camera information was inspected by the Instrumentation Group for possible 
malfunction or complete failure before the records were turned over to the Flight Test 
Operations Group for data reduction. All field-data reduction was accomplished manu¬ 
ally. The reduced data consisted primarily of maximum values obtained per channel 
with the associated time relative to time zero. Certain channels, however, required 
complete reduction into time-history plots. The reduced data were furnished to the 
Positioning and Stress Groups for analysis and correlation with predicted-energy inputs 
and aircraft response. 

Upon return to the United States, all recorded data were scanned and interpreted 
by the Boeing Flight Test Operations and Instrumentation Groups in preparation for 
reading and processing by the Data Processing Group through a semi-automatic data- 
reduction system. The reduced data were furnished as time histories to the Special 
Studies Stress Group for analysis. The measured results presented in Chapter 3 were 
obtained from the final reduced data. The time-history data is presented in its entirety 
in Reference 23. 

Data reduction began with the identification of traces on the oscillograms and the 
marking of the time coordinates; time of detonation, or time zero; and time of gust 
arrival at the aircraft. Zero references were also established. Each trace was then 
read with a Telereader which was equipped with a set of cross hairs for measuring 
trace displacement and distance along the time axis. The Telereader measurements 
were in arbitrary-reader units and were fed through a Telecordex unit into an IBM- 
nummary punch which transferred the information to IBM cards. The Telecordex also 
supplied additional information for the processing of the data. The IBM cards, together 
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with data reduction program carda, were Inserted into an IBM type 701 computer which 
calculated the data and recorded the answers as IBM punch cards, from which a data 
tabulation was obtained. IBM type 650 and Burroughs type E-101 computers were also 
used for processing minor portions of the data. Plotting of the final reduced data was 
accomplished with an automatic electronic Teleplotter ujlng the final data cards from 
the computers. The plotted points were faired manually so that the resultant curves 
were corrected time-history representations of the oscillogram traces. 
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Chapter 3 

RESULTS 
The results presented in this chapter are based on final reduction of the data from 
Operation Redwing. Brief descriptions of the shot participations are given in.the 
following subsections. Tabulations of shot information, aircraft positions, energy 
inputs, and aircraft responses are presented in Tables 3.1 through 3.9. These tables 
afford a general comparison of predicted results with measured values. Also included 
are represenUtive time histories of various weapon effects and aircraft responses 
(Figures 3.1 through 3.5). 

A complete presentation of the final reduced data of Operation Redwing appears in 
Reference 23. Analysis and correlation of the data with theoretical values will appear 
in WADC TR 57-313, to be published in the near future. 

3.1 SHOT CHEROKEE 

Shot Cherokee was detonated in the vicinity of Site Charlie, Bikini Atoll, near dawn 
on 21 May 1956. The device was dropped by a B-52 aircraft from an altitude of 40,000 
feeMo a burst altitude of 4,300 feet. The best available data indicates the device yield 
wa*^ Because of an error, the device was detonated approximately 21 seconds 
before tKeässlgned time aero. The detonation occurred approximately 20,000 feet 
northeast of the desired ground aero. 

The B-52 effects aircraft at time aero was not out of the turn which was to have put 
the aircraft tall-on at the assigned time aero. As a result, the aircraft received par¬ 
tial side-on thermal and shock input rather than the desired tail-on input. Relative to 
the actual detonation point, the aircraft was within 1,800 feet of the desired horlsontal 
fange at time aero and 3,300 feet at shock-arrival time. 

Based on the yield and aircraft location, the radiant exposure was approximately 
4 percent of that which would have been predicted. The overpressure and material 

velocity were approximately 10 percent higher than would have been predicted. The 
peak thin-skin temperature was 48 percent of the limit temperature. Measured over¬ 
pressure was 59 percent of limit. Approximately 50 percent of the allowable limit 
wing-bending moment was recorded at Wing Station 444. The horizontal tall received 
approximately 51 percent of the allowable limit bending moment at Stabilizer Station 
tho " k* t*li* *** measurements on the right side of the stabilizer exceeded 

** 00 lb6 left side. No instrumentation was provided for measurement of bending 
moment at Stabilizer Station 300 on the right aide. However, there was a provision 
or measuring the bending moment at Stabilizer Station 56 on both sides. The maxi- 
um Stabilizer Station 300 bending moment was computed by multiplying the left Sta- 

zer Station 300 moment by the ratio of the rlght-to-left Stabilizer Station 56 bending 
menta. Table 3.8 indicates on which shots this procedure was used. 
.. r°ra^t demage was confined to thermal damage on secondary items and consisted 

following: (1) burning, to the point of separation, of the left-hand aile ron-cont rol- 
■•»1; (2) scorching of the right-hand aileron-control-tab seal; (3) blistering of paint 

* small area of 0.032-magnesium skin Just aft of the wing rear spar behind No. 4 
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nacelle; (4) scorching of small scattered areas on the bomb-bay door and stabilizer- 
fuselage seals; and (5) burning of the unpainted rain-erosion coating on the right-hand 
side of We rudder-trailing edge as a result of the partial side-on exposure. 

Three hundred and thirty-four channels of instrumentation, 97 percent of which 
operated successfully, were recorded. 

3.2 SHOT ZUNI 

Shot Zuni was detonated at Site Tare, Bikini Atoll, near dawn on 28 May 1956. The 
device yield was approximately 3.5 Mt. 

Based on yield and aircraft location, the radiant exposure was approximately 115 
percent of that which would have been predicted. The measured overpressure was in 
agreement with that which would have been predicted. The thermal response of the 
structure was considerably lower than anticipated. The maximum thin-skin tempera- 

l J 
ure recorded was 63 percent of limit in a black-painted, 0.051-magnesium hydraulic- 

Pac access door located on the left-outboard wing. The elevator lab seals and small 
The hT °* *** bomb_bay door and stabilizer-fuselage seals were slightly scorched, 
bli ^ on a 8ma^ 1681 area on the lower surface of the ECM radome was 
^ stered, and the gray paint on a small test panel on the lower surface of the left-hand 
all * T peeled. The aircraft received 69 percent of the basic airplane-limit 

le on the wing and 59 percent on the horizontal stabilizer. 
ree hunc*red and thirty-four channels of instrumentation, 97 percent of which 

rated successfully, were recorded during the flight. 

3,3 SHOT FLATHEAD 

12 Flatbead was detonated on a barge off Site Dog, Bikini Atoll, near dawn on 
forced 1956 ®ecause °f bombing-navigation-system difficulties, the aircraft was 
ohtii ^ tbe Shot Flathead mission. No measurable inputs or responses were 
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TABLE 3.2 AIRCRAFT LOCATION RELATIVE TO GROUND ZERO AT TIME ZERO 

Shot 
Horizontal Absolute 

Range * Altitude 

Orientation 
Off 

Tail-On 

True 
Airspeed t 

Center of 
Gravity 
Location 

Gross 
Weight 

kilofeet kilofeet deg ft/sec pet MAC kip 

Cherokee 
Assigned 
Mear ired 

Zuni 
Assigned 
Measured 

Dakota 
Assigned 
Measured 

Mohawk 
Assigned 
Measured 

Apache 
Assigned 
Measured 

Navajo 
Assigned 
Measured 

Tewa 
Assigned 
Measured 

Huron 
Assigned 
Measured 

34.0 
35.8 

31.0 
31.0 

0 
33 R 

772 
733 

26.0 
26.9 

273.0 
277.0 

20.0 

23.8 
32.0 
32.0 

0 
15 L 

772 
776 

26.0 
25.9 

274.0 
273.0 

12.01 
11.5 

22.0 
22.0 

0 
3 L 

772 
786 

26.0 
25.5 

275.0 
271.7 

7.5t 
8.2 

25.0 
25.0 

772 
784 

26.0 
27.5 

275.0 
280.5 

15.0 X 
18.6 

34.0 
34.0 

0 
9 L 

772 
754 

26.0 
26.8 

277.0 
270.6 

19.01 
18.3 

38.0 
38.0 

0 
2 R 

772 
768 

26.0 
27.2 

273.5 
275.3 

28.51 
26.7 

41.0 
41.0 

0 
4 R 

772 
769 

26.0 
26.8 

274.5 
273.9 

6.51 
5.7 

20.0 
20.0 

0 
6 L 

772 
757 

26.0 
26.8 

273.0 
266.4 

* Horizontal ranges obtained from BNS. 
t Measured airspeeds are determined from the aircraft airspeed indicator and atmos¬ 

pheric data presented in Table C.l. 
1 Aircraft positioned for shock arrival location. Time zero values based on no wind. 
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3.4 SHOT DAKOTA 

Shot Dakota was detonated on a barge off Site Dog, Bikini Atoll, near dawn on 26 June 
1956. The device yield was approximately; This was greater than the position¬ 

ing yield* 
The aircraft was positioned to receive approximately 90 percent of the basic airplane- 

allowable-limit overpressure, in order to check the possibility of flap criticality under 
this type of loading. 

Based on the yield and aircraft location, the radiant exposure was 81 percent and 
overpressure 98 percent of that which would have been predicted. The maximum thin- 

J 
Figure 3.6 Typical horizontal stabilizer moment response. Shot Navajo. 

•kin temperature recorded waa 101 percent of limit on a black-painted panel at Body 
Ration 1141. The overpressure recorded was 110 percent of the basic-airplane-limit 

• owable. An examination of the flaps, both from the exterior and through a number 
oj the closure-access holes on tbs top of the flaps, showed no evidence of permanent 
•at or other damage to the flap riba, spars, or surfaces. Sixty-two percent of the 

owable-llmit wing-bending ir oment was recorded at Wing Station 444. The horizontal 
received 100 percent of the limit-allowable bending moment at Stabiliser Station 300. 
xamination of the aircraft revealed the following minor damage: (1) scorching of 

§t eroncontrol-tab seals, wing-flap-pile seals attached to the lower-wing-traillng-edge 
#tctl tomb-bay door seals, stabilizer-body seals, filler material at the inter- 

black°!Li V*nt openin*8 and the low surface of the ftiselage at Body Station 1140, and 
•levata nt 0,1 ,ma11 ar®88 0,1 ^ ECM radome, fuselage, wheel-well-door fairing, 
the fuMi’ Änd wln*~tr8ilin*~edi* »cceaa door, (2) alight bearing failure of the edge of 
the wh~?e 8urroundlng the forward wheel-well resulting from overpressure on 
■kliu (3\ "W*11 door iorcin* tto ed*® of the door akin against the edge of the fuselage 
teal- m! kíüÜÍlln*’ to th* 1,0101 of separation, of the forward wheel-well door-rubber 
lcc ' •, ^ Í8l*ur* between skin and stiffeners on the black-painted hydraulic-pack 
toor ahn j0" lh* *#it‘toBd wing at Wing Station 103S (Temptape readings on the access 
ttormoivTithat a t*mP*rature in excess of 500 degrees Fahrenheit was reached. The 
0f th# hl°U|* * circuit for this location malfunctioned during this test. ); and (8) burning 

•ck-paintei metal sun shades on the lower end of the optical bombsight, because 
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TABLE 3.3 AIRCRAFT LOCATION RELATIVE TO GROUND ZERO AT TIME OF 
SHOCK ARRIVAL 

Shot 
Guat 

Arrival 
Tima 

Homonul 
Rang* 

Abaoluta 
Altitud* 

Orientation 
Off 

Tru* Alrap—d 

Tall-On 
Praguat • Poatguat f t 

sec kilofeet kilofeet deg ft/aec ft/aec 

Cherokee 
Aaaigned 
Meaaured 

Zunl 
Aaaigned 
Meaaured 

DakoU 
Aaaigned 
Meaaured 

Mohawk 
Aaaigned 
Meaaured 

Apache 
Aaaigned 
Meaaured 

Navajo 
Aaaigned 
Meaaured 

Tewa 
Aaaigned 
Meaaured 

Huron 
Aaaigned 
Meaaured 

70. S 
68.1 

88.SI 
85.2 

31.0 
31.0 

0 
11 R 

772 
786 

707 
704 

4S.2 
51.8 

54.41 
62.4 

32.0 
32.0 

0 
6 L 

772 
776 

681 
706 

31.0 
26.0 

35.9 
32.7 

22.0 
22.0 

0 
2 L 

772 
791 

705 
713 

29.1 
32.0 

30.0 
33.4 

25.0 
25.0 

772 
790 

710 
742 

40.6 
48.6 

46.3 
53.8 

34.0 
34.0 

0 
1 L 

772 
772 

672 
707 

46.0 
45.8 

54.5 
53.3 

38.0 
38.0 

772 
762 

658 
672 

62.0 
72.4 

76.4 
81.1 

41.0 
41.0 

0 
2 R 

772 
756 

658 
680 

23 
23.3 

24.3 
23.2 

20.0 
20.0 

0 
1 L 

772 
766 

717 
710 

* Meaaured alrapeeda are determined from the aircraft airapeed indicator and atmoa- 
pherlc data preaented in Table C.l. 

t Airapeed immediately after a hock arrival. 
1 Meaaured alrapeeda are computed from meaaured incremental preaaure data and 

preahock alrapeeda. 
I Aircraft poaitioned for time-zero location. Value* are baaed on no wind. 
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the clamshell doors were not closed at time zero. 
A total of three hundred and twenty eight channels of instrumentation, 98 percent of 

which operated satisfactorily, were recorded. 

3.5 SHOT MOHAWK 

Shot Mohawk was detonated at Sit^Ruby, JBniwetok Atoll, near dawn on 3 July 1956. 
The device yield was approximately) 

Based on the yield and aircraft location,"Hie radiant exposure was 84 percent and 
overpressure 92_percent of that which would have been predicted. The maximum thin- 

skin temperature recorded at Body Station 1141 was 55 percent of limit. The aircraft 
received 55 percent of the allowable-limit overpressure, 61 percent of the allowable- 
limit-bending moment at Wing Station 444, and 63 percent of the allowable-limit-bending 
moment at Stabilizer SUtion 300. 

Solid-cloud conditions existed from an altitude of 1,600 feet up to approximately 
30,000 feet. Shortly after time zero, moderate-rime icing was reported to exist at 
15,000 feet. The cloud conditions produced a high reflectance as indicated by data ob¬ 
tained from a calorimeter located on the nose of the aircraft just forward of the cockpit 
windows. The oscillograph trace recording the radiant intensity went off the paper; 
however, using the jurve shape from previous shots, it was estimated that approxi- 
matelyL-, „were received at this location. A 160-degree fleld-of-vlew calo- 
rimeter located in the tail turret looking at ground zero received As a 
result of the reflected energy, rain-erosion coatings on the upper-nose radome, the 
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TABLE 3.1 AIRCRAFT PRIMARY STRUCTURE GUST RESPONSE 

Wing_ 

■hot Moment 
Wing Station 407 - 500 

Predicted* Measured 

Load Ratios_ 
Horizontal Stabilizer 

Moment 
Stabilizer Station 300 Total Tail Load 

Left Hand 
(Measured) Right Hand t Predicted * Measured 

Fuselage 
Shear 

Body Station 1332 

Measured . 

pctt pctt pctt pctt pctt pct| 

Cherokee 64 
*u=i 77 
Dakota 77 
Mohawk 62 

52 38 
60 59 
62 100 
61 47 

51 38 
54 57 

100 98 
63 50 

20 
35 
60 
27 

pet I 

31 
33 
45 
34 

Apache 62 
Navajo 80 
Tewa 57 
Huron 67 

59 46 
82 85 
52 33 
55 71 

60 48 28 
99 82 52 
33 32 19 
69 71 45 

30 
43 

* £r*dlcUd valu” ba*«d on measured inputs and adjusted KgD factors (See Sections 4.7 and 4.8). 
T Right stabilizer moment calculated from left stabilizer measured moment using ratio of left to right 

atablliaer moments at Buttock Line 56 (See Section 4.5). 
t Percent of limit allowable. 

» Percent of front-gear-first-landing design limit load (Reference 21, page 2B-3). 

TABLE 3.9 AIRCRAFT MAXIMUM MEASURED VERTICAL ACCELERATION 

-_Vertical Acceleration, g_~~~ 
Shot Aircraft Aft Inboard Nacelle Outboard Nacelle External Tank 

Center of Fuselage £4uipment Bay Equipment Bay Equipment Bay WS 1345 
Gravity BS 1655 ^ 831_WS 915 WS 1155 _ 

---- LH RH_UI RR LH RH LH RH 

Cherokee 
Zuni 

Bakou 
Mohawk 

Apache 
Navajo 

Tawa 

Huron 

1.96 
2.34 
2.76 
2.02 

2.17 
2.56 
1.91 
2.16 

3.21 2.46 2.79 
4.54- 3.21 2.95 
6.63 4.00 3.70 
3.97 2.65 2.53 

3.78 2.87 2.83 
6.70 3.26 3.40 
2.90 2.53 2.46 
5.32 3.10 3.11 

3.60 4.20 5.40 
4.96 5.50 6.34 

* 7.00 7.35 
* 4.90 6.23 

* 4.80 7.00 
* 6.10 7.47 
* * 5.17 
* • 6.60 

4.85 • 6.00 
6.90 • 8.30 
6.90 12.20 * 
5.55 * * 

6.10 • • 

7.57 * * 
4.60 5.60 • 
7.00 8.40 • 

* Instrumentation malfunction. 
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glide-path antenna cover, the upper side of the plastic wing tips, and the fin tip were 
blistered. At the time the aircraft landed, approximately 90 percent of the rain- 
erosion coating on the upper-nose radome was gone. The temperature on the top of 
the elevator tab (unpainted Al) reached 157 degrees Fahrenheit, whereas the tempera¬ 
ture on the lower side (Vita-Var-painted Al) reached 96 degrees Fahrenheit. 

Examination of the aircraft revealed the following additional minor damage: (1) 
scorching of the pneumatic-duct cover in the left - and right-wing trailing edge at Wing 
Station 845 over a längth of approximately 8 inches (the radiation reached the duct cover 
through a small gap between the wing-trailing-edge structure and the leading edge of the 
flap); and (2) burning of the crew-compartment-curtain-draw cords on the ends where 
they were knotted on the upper-forward side of the curtains at the grommet locations 
(the crew reported some smoke in the crew compartment as a result). 

Three hundred and twenty-three channels of instrumentation, 97 percent of which 
operated successfully, were recorded. 

3.6 SHOT APACHE 

Shot Apache was detonated near dawn on a barge off Site Flora, Eniwetok Atoll, on 
9 July 1956. The device yield was approximatel)(^ __ 

Based on the yield and aircraft location, the thermal input received was 64 percent 
and overpressure 98 percent of that which would have been predicted. The maximum 
thin-skin temperature recorded was 34 percent of limit at Elevator Station 230. The 
measured absorptivity at this station was 0.50. The overpressure recorded was 55 
percent of the airplane-limit allowable. Fifty-nine percent of the allowable-limit-wing¬ 
bending moment and 60 percent of the horizontal-tail-allowable-limit-bending moment 
was recorded. The aircraft received no visible damage, except for slight scorching 
of the bomb-bay-door seals and aileron-tab seals. 

Three hundred and sixteen channels of instrumentation, 97 percent of which operated 
satisfactorily, were recorded. 

3.7 SHOT NAVAJO 

Shot Navajo was detonated on a barge off Site Doj, Bikini Atoll, near dawn on 
11 July 1956. The device yield was approximately) 

Based on the yield and the actual-aircraft position, the"radiant exposure was 86 per¬ 
cent of the value which would have been predicted, and tht overpressure was 107 percent 
of that which would have been predicted. The maximum thin-skin temperature recorded 
was 77 percent of limit on a gray-painted panel. The measured overpressure was 76 
percent of the allowable limit. The wing received 82 percent of the allowable-limit 
moment at Wing Station 444. In terms of allowable-bending moment, the left stabilizer 
was critical at Stabilizer Station 300 with a response of 85 percent of the allowable 
limit. The right stabilizer had no instrumentation at this station. However, using the 
ratio of right to left stabilizer loads at Buttock Line 56, the right stabilizer moment at 
Stabilizer Station 300 was estimated to have reached approximately 99 percent of the 
allowable limit. 

The damage incurred included: (1) scorching and burning of aileron-control-tab 
seals, flap-leading-edge-pile seals, bomb-bay-door seals, fuselage-stabilizer seals, 
and the felt padding on the bottom of the bomb-bay-door-shoring beam; and (2) light 
skin buckling in local areas where paint had chipped or eroded off the wing-trailing 
edge aft of No. 7 engine and on the lower-cowl skins on Engines 1, 5, and 6. The zinc 
chromate primer was scorched on the inside of the cowl skins at these local areas. 
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In addition to the thermal damage, the left forward-gear landing light was broken. 
Glass found in the fuselage cavity indicated that the damage occurred while the gear was 
in the retracted position and may have been a result of structural deflection caused by 
the overpressure and gust. 

Three hundred and twenty-seven channels of instrumentation, 98 percent of which 
recorded satisfactorily, were recorded during this shot. 

3.8 SHOT TEWA 

Shot Tewa was detonated near dawn on 21 July 1956, on a barge approximately mid¬ 
way between Sites Charlie and Dog in the Bikini Atoll. The device yield was approxi¬ 
mately 5.0 Mt. 

Based on the yield and actual-aircraft location, the radiant exposure was 60 percent 
of that which would have been predicted, and the overpressure was 103 percent of that 
which would have been predicted. The maximum thin-skin temperature recorded was 
25 percent of limit. The measured overpressure was 45 percent of the allowable limit, 
and the wing received 52 percent of the allowable-limit moment at the critical Wing 
Station 444. 

The left and right stabilizer-measured loads were in close agreement on this shot 
and received 33 percent of the allowable-limit moment at Stabilizer Station 300. 

The bomb-bay doors and ECM radome were unshored for this shot. At the time the 
shoring was removed from the radome, the ECM cavity was vented and sealed in,a 
manner simulating the production aircraft. The measured overpressure was equal to 
the estimated-allowable ultimate for the radome. No failure or permanent set occurred 
in either component. 

There was no evidence of aircraft damage, either from radiant energy, overpressure, 
or gust. 

Three hundred and thirty-four channels of instrumentation, 98 percent of which re¬ 
corded satisfactorily, were recorded. 

3.9 SHOT HURON 

Shot Huron was detonated near dawn on 22 July ^56, off Site Gene in the Eniwetok 
Atoll. The device yield was approximately __ Based on the yield and actual- 
aircraft location, the radiant exposure was 68 percent and overpressure 91 percent of 
that which would have been predicted. 

The maximum thin-skln temperature response was only 22 percent of limit. The 
overpressure experienced was 80 percent of the allowable limit, bending moment at 
Wing Station 444 was 55 percent of the allowable limit, and 71 percent of the allowable- 
limit moment was developed at Stabilizer Station 300. 

The ECM radome and bomb-bay doors were unshored for this shot as they were for 
Shot Tewa. The radome suffered a complete failure as a result of the overpressure 
(Figure 3.7).. The forward panel of the lower aft left-hand bomb-bay door was buckled 
over approximately a two-foot length. There was visual evidence of damage to one door 
rib and probable damage to a second rib in this location. Also, slight permanent skin 
buckles occurred on the lower-left-forward door adjacent to the hinge support (Figure 
3.6). No other damage was noted. 

Three hundred and thirty-one channels of instrumenUtion, 99 percent of which re¬ 
corded satisfactorily, were recorded. 
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Chapter 4 

DISCUSSION 
In general, the aircraft responses desired were in the range of 80-to-100 percent of 
the allowable limits, because larger responses can be more accurately measured, and 
because extrapolation to determine maximum capability would be minimized. ‘ Modifi¬ 
cations to the original positioning plans resulted when positioning yields and shot se¬ 
quences were revised both prior to, and after arrival at, the Eniwetok Proving Ground 
(tPG)¡ ana field-data reduction and preliminary correlation from shots already fired 
indicated the desirability of revising the aircraft’s positions for subsequent shots. 

•U INSTRUMENTATION 

The instrumentation used in Operation Redwing was, in general, adequate, reliable, 
and produced the data necessary for a successful participation in the test series. The 
functional reliability of the instrumentation was high throughout the test program and 
was at east 95 percent effective. Environmental conditions for the instrumentation on 
<4>eration Redwmg were severe with regard to temperature and humidity. The high 

gree o reliability in this adverse environment may be largely attributed to the 
ois re-proofing and the dehumidifying blowers which circulated warm, dry air over 

he instrumentation during the time that the aircraft was on the ground. 

of WaS made 10 utilize simple dc circuits for all electrical components 
method Combined strain-gage circuits provided a convenient 
oerienctH ■< ? ^ ^ loads. However, some difficulty in maintenance was ex- 
easilv detcotln* UreS in thC various components of the combined circuits were not 
cuitrv malfunrH load'mea8uring circuits were utilized when the primary cir- 
necessarv R ’ a t^ou^‘ extensive use of the secondary instrumentation was not 

than the paper-backed^pe1 showed a considerably higher degree of durability 

trolled *0a^ mea8urin® iostrumentation was monitored for repeatability by con- 
pared to data obta6^1-8 throughout the fi«ld-test period, and the responses were com- 
the EPG. 116 n sim^ar maneuvers prior to the departure of the aircraft for 

consistent throMrho tTb!!í*er"l0ad8"in8trUmentfttÍ0n chec,c8 showed the responses to be 
were originally calih * ^ pro®ram ior the ran8e of loads for which the strain gages 
as much as three ti ratet*' *low®ver» loads measured during Operation Redwing were 
calibration, it Wa meS 88 48 l°ad8 aPPli«d during the original strain-gage 
range of measured .re®ognized th® extrapolation of the calibration data-into the 
aPPeared to be the r°a 8 C°Uld re8u^ in 8lp»ificant error. Since the horizontal tall 
il was considered mlrn*ting iactor In the aircraft capability for nuclear-weapon effects, 
range, in general th at°ry t0 recali^rat® ^ loads instrumentation into the high-load 
Inal calibration data * ca^^ratlon showed that the extrapolation from the orig- 
*1** basis of the revised^^j^ti*^ error' final test data were transcribed on 

“i he temperature-measuring-thermocouple installations during the cor- 
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relation work subsequent to Operation Redwing, it was noted that moisture-proofing 
had been applied over most of the thermocouples and their adjacent leads. The quan¬ 
tity of sealant material used is not known since the aircraft was delivered to a depot 
for removal of instrumentation, maintenance, and repair prior to an evaluation of the 
installations. Preliminary evaluation tests indicate that a considerable heat-sink effect 
may be caused by \ heavy coating of sealant. This effect is discussed in more detail in 
Section 4.4. 

Thermocouple circuits were susceptible to failures in high-vibration areas, espe¬ 
cially where water, fuel, or hydraulic fluid was present. The contaminants tended to 
saturate the leads, loosen the waterproofing, and sometimes cause the thermocouples 
to open or corrode. 

The calorimeters and radiometers proved to be reliable in their operation, but some 
maintenance problems resulted from cracked filters. 

Accelerometers proved to be susceptible to malfimctlons or failures apparently 
arising from local vibration and environmental temperature. 

Pressure transducers also suffered from the effects of structural-support vibration 
and from moisture, which was almost impossible to avoid because of condensation in 
the ports and bellows. 

The accuracy of the data obtained in Operation Redwing is too diverse in scope to 
be dealt with in a general way. Accuracy is dependent upon the type of input being 
measured; the technical limitations of equipment currently available for measure 
such input; and other factors such as the installation condittons, «ign«i transmission, 
recording equipment, and the methods used to transcribe the data. For these reasons 
the data accuracy is stated in terms of probable error on each of the individual data 
plots which appear in Reference 23. 

4.2 NUCLEAR RADIATION 

Nuclear radiation was found to be insignificant for the B-52 locations relative to the 
burst points for Operation Redwing. This is based on theoretical considerations, film 
badges worn by the flight crew, and dosimeter readings taken on the aircraft after 
landing. 

4.3 THERMAL EXPOSURE 

Two calorimeters were mounted on the lower surface of the fuselage as primary 
instruments to record total thermal energy received on a horizontal surface. These 
instruments were the 160-degree-fleld-of-view type. Thermal inputs predicted for a 
horizontal surface were more than the measured exposures from the 160-degree-fieId- 
of-view calorimeters for all shots except Shot Zunl, as shown in Table 3.4. During 
Shot Zuni, the measured-radiant exposure to the horizontal surface was approximately 
15 percent higher than predicted. The predicted values were based on the postshot 
yields and aircraft locations. A review of the motion pictures taken from the tail 
cameras indicates little evidence of atmospbsrlc clouds which could be considered to 
have any significant attenuating effect on the thermal exposure except on Shot Mohawk. 
On Shot Mohawk the fireball, which normally is unobstructed, was heavily obscured 
by a cloud cover so that the thermal energy at the aircraft position was reflected and 
diffused. 

The 160-degree calorimeters mounted on the horizontal surfaces sgreed well with 
each other. An order-of-magnitude comparison obtained by computing the vertical 
component of the radiant exposure recorded by the 160-degree-field-of-view calorlm- 
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eter mounted in the tail turret (aimed at the burst point) showed close agreement with 
the values recorded on the horizontal surface. In general, the vertical component of 
the radiant exposure determined from an integration of 90-degree-field-of-view radiom¬ 
eter mounted-in the tail turret and aimed at ground zero also substantiated the two 160- 
degree-field-of-view calorimeters mounted to record the radiant exposure on the hori¬ 
zontal surface. 

\ 

Shot Mohawk was unusual because the measured-reflected-radiant exposure from a 
direction directly away from the fireball, relative to that measured from the fireball 

‘rec;®n* was *>elieved to be higher than any previous shot in Operation Redwing or 
dJ 0t ti operati°n. The reflected-radiant exposure was measured by a 90- 

k* <*"°*‘view catorimeter mounted on the upper side of the forward fuselage. 
. . * Percentage of reflected radiation was believed to have been caused by atmos- 

urinèCt£|OU Conditions (®®ction 3.5). The oscillograph trace of the calorimeter meas- 
cai ¡ re ^tod-radiant exposure went off the record at the time that the 160-degree 

posure r 00 in® at ^urat had received only 42 percent of the total radiant ex- 
comoari reaaonahle reconstruction of the reflected-radiant exposure trace (by 
radiant ^ trace ^stories of other shots) indicates that the maximum reflected- 
bv the i RftP^8Ur* aPProxiinatod at 29 percent of the radiant exposure measured 
ured hv th* calorimeter looking at the burst and 43 percent of the exposure meas- 

Tta lÎL C,lor‘me“r ‘o»“». « >be bur«, 
radiation inten capability oi the crew-hood curUins was such that, for the 
required bv the ' experienced in Operation Redwing, protective goggles were not 
approached th» However* ^e light intensity inside the cockpit for Shot Mohawk 
Pit and directed fV* ° .ViSual discomfort. The calorimeter installed inside the cock- 
radiant exposure^ utoward windshields showed no measurable quantity of 
toe thermal phaseUn * 0Í thC thermal Phaae for Shot Mohawk. At the end of 
curtains beinc oDened* f • increase was noted and was attributed to the crew-hood 

e • t is expected that the crew-curtain installations would not be 



satisfactory for the energy levels which would be anticipated for actual-delivery 
missions. 

4.4 THERMAL RESPONSE 

In general, the measured-temperature rises on the wing, fuselage, and stabilizer 
thin-skin elements were lower than predicted for a given input. The preliminary cor¬ 
relation work done in the field was limited to a few checkpoints after Shots Cherokee 
and Zuni because the temperature rises for these shots were only about 60 percent of 
the predicted values. Therefore, it appeared that temperature would not be a limiting 
criterion for positioning. Consequently, the field work was concentrated on gust re¬ 
sponse. Increased temperature rises for subsequent shots were effected by increasing 
the absorptivity on selected thin-skin panels. 

Subsequent to Operation Redwing, the thin-skin temperatures measured for all shots 
and at all thermocoupls locations have been compared with computed values and found 
to be consistently below the temperatures which were predicted using the measured- 
thermal exposure and the temperature-calculation procedure in effect prior to Opera¬ 
tion Redwing. Th«, thin-skln-temperature-calculation procedure followed the method 
outlined in Reference 25. 

A rather extensive series of laboratory tests have been conducted in an attempt to 
more thoroughly evaluate the temperature instrumentation so that measured and com¬ 
puted values of temperature may be brought into agreement. Tests were conducted on 
a number of thin-skin panels to define the distance at which the thermocouple should 
be from backup structure in order to indicate the true-panel temperature which is 
unaffected by the heat-sink effect of the backup structure. As a result of these tests, 
each thermocouple location was investigated, and, in general, all thermocouples were 
found to be free from any heat-sink influences. A second point of principal interest 
was the moisture proofing applied over the thermocouples and their adjacent leads. 
Tests conducted on thermocouple Installations with light applications of the moisture- 
proofing sealant (a spot 0.75 inch in diameter and up to 0.03 inch in thickness) indicated 
a reduction of indicated temperature from true temperature of about 5 percent to 8 per¬ 
cent. A heavy application of sealant applied to the thermocouple (a spot 1.25 inches in 
diameter and up to 0.15 inch in thickness) resulted in a significant degrading of the 
indicated-panel temperature. Test-panel temperatures indicated by the thermocouples 
with heavy coatings of sealant were only 60 percent to 80 percent of the proper values. 
As indicated in Section 4.1, the actual quantity of sealant on the aircraft installations 
for Operation Redwing is not known. 

Instrumentation was installed to evaluate convective cooling by comparing the tem¬ 
perature rise of a metallic slug shielded from the airstream to the temperature rise 
of an unshielded thin-skin panel. The effects of convective cooling were also evaluated 
by the examination of the temperature decay of the thin-skin panels after the thermal 
input was over. The results of this investigation of the temperature data, in general, 
indicates an apparent convective cooling which is much greater than the analytical value 
during the rise of tbs thin-skin temperatures, and an apparent convective cooling which 
is less than the analytical value during the cooling phase. This observation would indi¬ 
cate the presence of a heat sink and would substantiate the conclusion that a sufficient 
quantity of waterproofing sealant was appllsd to the thermocouple to materially affect 
the accuracy of the thin-skin temperature readings. With this conclusion, a rational 
correlation cannot be made between measured and predicted temperatures. The tem¬ 
perature data shown in Tables 3.6 and 3.7 Indicates the comparison between the meas- 
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ured values and the temperatures predicted by the pretest methods and measured ther¬ 
mal inputs. 

Due to the relatively low magnitude of the radiant exposures experienced in Opera¬ 
tion Redwing, no significant temperature and thermal-strain results were obtained 
from the instrumented skin-stiffener wing structure. 

From the overall thermal-response results obtained from Operation Redwing, and 
the investigations conducted thus far in an attempt to correlate measured and analytical 
data, a revision to the procedures used in preparing the “B-52 Special Weapons Delivery 
Handbook ” (Reference 1) would not be warranted. 

4.5 OVERPRESSURE AND MATERIAL VELOCITY 

The overpressure predictions based on official preliminary yields were relatively 
good as seen by comparing the predicted and measured values shown in Table 3.5. 
After Shot Zuni, it appeared that better prediction could be made using the WADC- 
modified-MIT-free-air overpressure rather than the Haskell-Brubaker data. This 
proved to be true except for Shot Hpron where the Haskell-Brubaker data gave the 
closer correlation. In all cases except Shots Cherokee and Navajo, the WADC-modified- 
M!T method gave conservative predictions by as much as 9 percent. For Shot Cherokee, 
the wADC-modified-MIT data gave the closer prediction, but was unconservative by 9 
percent. In all cases, the Haskell-Brubaker data was unconservative. The unconser¬ 
vatism of the Haskell-Brubaker data was as much as 25 percent in predicting overpres¬ 
sures in the range of overpressures experienced by the B-52 in Operation Redwing. 
m m**8ure{* overPressures have been scaled to a 1 kt burst for comparison with the 

xhT fm and Haskell'Brubaker free-air-overpressure curves in Figure 4.1. 
iff v1 differences in overpressure from the two methods did not appreciably 

ec shock-front time-of-arrival predictions for Operation Redwing. The shock- 
on spec was calculated by the Rankine-Hugoniot equations, and its reciprocal was 

letngr^te W1,th resPect to time to give the shock-front location at various times after 
irrival tT sotime P*ots °f the shock-front position provided a means of predicting 
h# atm ‘"I1“ **** aircra^’ The measured shock-front velocity was determined from 
!XprJl ri^ data in Table C.l, measured overpressures, and the Rankine-Hugoniot 
/aluei nf aw.!, t * s*lows excell®nt agreement between measured and predicted 
ictual timl # " r0nt Vel0City- Calculated time of shock-front arrival agreed with the 
•rom the Da° arrival within 5 Percent. The shock-impingement angle was determined 

Appendix DP86,?1111* 8h°Ck fr°nt acro8S the Pre**ur® instrumenUtion as outlined in 
path and thé f* ^^68 were ba8ed uP°n the average of the angle of the radial 
values of sho*^ k racted"acoU8tic “ray angle. A comparison of the measured and analytical 
measured dirC in 8bows good agreement. Material velocity cannot be 
wined from th* ^°r 0peration Redwing the magnitude of the gust velocity was deter- 
check of the m measured overpressure by the Rankine-Hugoniot relationship. A cross 

change in aircr^tltU<îe Wa* made irom the measured-gust angle and the computed 
in Appendix D^G V* °Cit^ ba8ed °n incremental-pressure measurements, as outlined 
material velocities a®reement was shown between the analytical- and measured- 

<•« overpressure response 

Only ^ircra ft 
obtained were th comPonents for which measured response to overpressure was 
and the bomb-bav d flap as noted in paragraph 1.5.2; the ECM radome; 

oors. Loads on the flap were measured at a single point by replac- 
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ing one of the flap-support bumpers by an instrumented bumper. The load measured 
on the instrumented bumper was approximately 40 percent of the value which was com¬ 
puted analytically. The redundancy of the flap supports would tend to make the 
analytical-load assumptions and analysis conservative. However, other structural 
members of the flap between the support ribs were also indicated to be critical for the 
loads which were expected during Operation Redwing, and no failure occurred. A 
reasonable supposition, therefore, is that the load did not develop to the magnitude 

I 

i 

Figure 4.1 Scaled overpressure comparison. 

expected. Since instrumentation to measure flap loads was added at the test site, the 
system was a minimum and not elaborate enough to describe the load distribution and 
time sequence. 

The ECM radome was unshored during Shots Tewa and Huron in an attempt to define 
the overpressure limit under dynamic conditions. The overpressure on Shot Tewa, 
0.36 psi, was equal to the predicted-ultimate allowable for the radome, but no damage 
was evident. However, during Shot Huron, 0.64-psi overpressure was experienced 
and the radome fractured. Deflection measurements were recorded during both shots, 
but the measuring system was rigged from materials available at the test site, and the 
response characteristics were not satisfactory for obtaining reliable deflection data. 
From the data available, the ECM-radome-ultimate overpressure is still established 
at the pretest value of 0.36 psi. Figure 3.6 shows the ECM-radome damage which was 
initiated by exposure to 0.64-psi overpressure. 

The bomb-bay doors experienced slight buckling during Shot Huron. Considering 
that the buckling was indicative of total failure, the magnification factor could be re¬ 
duced from the pretest value of 1.67 to 1.30. The limit-allowable free-air overpressure 
would then increase from 0.34 to 0.44 psi for the bomb-bay doors. 
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4.7 WING-GUST RESPONSE 

Wing SUtion 444 was consistently the most critical wing sUtion. After Shots Chero¬ 
kee and Zuni, the KgD values were computed from the measured-wiiç loads and were 
found to be about 1.0 instead of the envelope value of 1.4 originally used. The value of 
K|D increased with increase in altitude and the 1.4 envelope value was chosen to cover 
all situations up to 50.000 feet. Since test altítudes for Operation Redwing ranged from 
20,000 to 41,000 feet, a KgD value of less than 1.4 was appropriate. For the aircraft 
altitude in most shots, the value of 1.0 for KgD closely approximated the analytical 
value. The KgD was increased to 1.1 for Shot Tews because of the higher aircraft alti¬ 
tude, 41,000 feet, where gust-alleviation effects are reduced. 

The predicud-wing responses presented in Table 3.8 are computed on the basis of 
the KgD values enumerated above and combined with aerodynamic characteristics ob¬ 
served on the sirplane. The ratio of predicted to measured response on Shots Dakota 
and Huron indicated that a value of KgD less than 1.0 was appropriate for these shots. 
Since in these two shots the aircraft altitude was lower than for the others, a reduced 
KgD would be expected. Responses predicted on the basis of the methods of Reference 
1, briefly described in Section 1.4.2, agree well with measured values. However, a 
more detailed analysis is required to properly correlate the measured response with 
the dynamic analysis and Reference 1 methods and is beyond the scope of this report. 

4.8 STABILIZER-GUST RESPONSE 

The original response predictions were based on the total stabilizer load using a 
combined dynamic magnification and gust-alleviation factor, KgD, of 2.0. The magni- 
tu of this combined value was chosen as a conservative envelope. Preliminary com- 
perlaon made at the test site between measured and calculated responses indicated 
hM the magnitude of KgD should be approximately 1.5 and below. This decrease in 

bnitv th* env,lop* value °f 2.0 did not, however, result in any Increase in capa- 
thc e» kfitl* alrcrtft' because measured bending moments on the outboard portion of 
.».k.n , r 8ution 300 indicated a much more critical response than the actual-total- 
•Ubilizer load. 

ettect f in the oi lnt*r®,t i® ■tsbilizer capability resulted primarily from the 
auhi °fthe l0ad impu^M imposed on the stabilizer by the pressure differential re- 

r0,n ***• diffraction of the shock front around the stabilizer. An analysis of 
M to e* f.r0*™88ion duration of the overpressure impulse indicated that it is such 
•uperi C ^k*1" ^dn« of the outboard-stabilizer structure, and these loads are 
of the stahn! ^ ^ *u*t"*oad increment. A detailed accounting of tbs various aspects 
Um , **r r*,pons« requires a more elaborate presentation than is afforded by 
“•^cope of this document. 

pr*>ent®^ i" Table 3.8 for the total tail load is based on a gust incre- 
ibe stabili 1 K*D °* 2'0, Tbis is essentially the method used in the preparing of 
tail loads ::rTr:rn- dÄta in R®ierence 1. It may be seen that the predicted total 

A com e 3 8 ar* c°n*«rvative relative to the measured total tall loads, 
dieted reano tSOnfOÍ ^ leit",ubiii*er measured moment for Station 300 and the pro¬ 
b'd indicate "tk load ihow* «ood agreement. This is purely coincidence 
R»t«rence l# in ^ *Ubiliz#r c*P»bility presented in the weapons deliveiy handbook, 
moment i. .L* "ol k® ■PPreciably in error even though the stabilizer is critical for 

¡J«Un th. outbotrd r^cm tollMd ot toul ull lo^T 
response raUos are shown in Table 3.8 for both left and right Stabilizer 
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Station 300; however, moment was measured on the left side only at this station. 
Right-side moment ratios are considered to be realistic based on a comparison of 
left- and right-stabilizer-root moments. It is not known why the loads are different 
between the left and right sides for some shots since the gust enveloped the aircraft 
quite symmetrically. On Shots Mohawk, Apache, and Navajo the difference is quite 
apparent. The largest disagreement between left- and right-stabilizer loads occurred 
during Shot Mohawk when the right-stabilizer loads were approximately 35 percent 
higher than the left-stabilizer loads. This apparent asymmetry did not appear in cali¬ 
brations either before or after Operation Redwing but such differences are observed in 
both the steady-state loads and dynamic loads. 

4.9 OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS 

During Operation Redwing, the length of the single available runway at the EPG was 
inadequate to fulfill the requirements of the B-52. For the desired positioning accuracy 
four timing runs were necessary prior to shot time. For low altitude missions, the 
combination of high-fuel-burn rate and low-take-off-gross weight allowed only three 
timing runs. Had a longer runway been available, take-off-gross weight could have 
been increased to allow for the desired number of timing runs. 

If yields closer to that of the maximum-delivery capabilities of the participating 
aircraft had been detonated, several critical effects could have been measured simul¬ 
taneously. During Operation Redwing, it was generally necessary, because of device 
yields, for the B-52 to investigate critical effects separately. 

Had a shot with a more closely predictable yield been detonated during the latter 
part of the program, higher percentages of aircraft inputs and responses could have 
been attained with confidence. 
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Chapter 5 

CONCLUSIONS and RECOMMENDATIONS 
5.1 CONCLUSIONS 

The objectives established for Project 5.2 in Operation Redwing were successfully 
accomplished. The data necessary to evaluate the existing B-52 Special Weapons 
Delivery Handbook were obtained, as well as other secondary information which will 
be useful in determining modifications pertinent to the B-52 and assisting in the design 
of future USAF aircraft. 

It may be concluded, in general, that the vertical component of the radiant energy 
u measured by instruments looking at the burst and corrected by the cosine of the 
elevation angle is in agreement with the measurements obtained by calorimeters look¬ 
ing straight down. 

Methods used in the B-52 Special Weapons Delivery Handbook to determine the 
thermal limits of the aircraft were used for predicting thermal inputs and responses 
of the B-52 in Operation Redwing. Based on the tentative postshot yields and actual 
aircraft locations, the methods of Reference 11, as employed to predict radiant expo- 
aure, were, on the average, 20 percent conservative. One shot (Zuni) was an excep¬ 
tion, and the measured radiant exposure was 15 percent in excess of the calculated 
value. Based on the measured radiant exposure the thermal-response predictions 
were found to be conservative by approximately 30 percent, which would indicate an 
increase in the thermal capabilities of the B-52 to somewhat above that Indicated in 
the delivery handbook. However, due to the method of thermocouple Installation there 
is some question as to the accuracy of the temperature data. It is concluded that the 
methods used in preparing the weapons delivery handbook (Reference 1) safely predict 
the thermal response of the aircraft and may be quite conservative. 

The analysis used in predicting the aircraft response Indicated that as the structure 
limits are approached, the horizontal stabilizer is more critical than the wing. Tests 
M the EPG showed this to be true. It was found that bending at Station 300 was the most 
critical response on the stabilizer. Previous to Operation Redwing it was expected that 
total tail load was the most critical item. The capability of the stabilizer in Reference 1 
was based on the total tail load but was found to be conservative and, by coincidence, 
•ufficiently predicted the capability level of the stabilizer at SUtion 300. 

The analytical approach to the flap-allowable overpressure was conservative. With 
the bumper modification which was incorporated, the flaps were capable of withstanding 
100 percent of the basic aircraft-limit-allowable overpressure without damage. 

Under the conditions encountered during Operation Redwing the B-52 engines operated 
Mtisfactorily and there were no indications that engine limitations were approached. 

Crew-compartment thermal curtains used during the operation were found to be mar¬ 
itally adequate for protection from thermal radiation and flash blindness under the con¬ 
ditions experienced in Operation Redwing. This demonstrates a light-shielding capability 
which is below the energy levels anticipated for the delivery conditions established in Ref¬ 
erence 1. 

Minor thermal damage was obtained on almost every shot on such items as seals on 
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the bomb-bay doors, wheel-well doors, flaps, and aileron and elevator-control tabs. 
The damage did not affect the flight safety of the aircraft and is not considered as a 
weapons-delivery limitation but may require additional maintenance. 

Shot Huron demonstrated that the bomb-bay doors could withstand a free-air over¬ 
pressure of approximately 0.65 psi with only slight local buckling. This is above the 

'overpressure level to which the aircraft would be subjected under the delivery conditions 
of Reference 1, and it is concluded that the bomb-bay doors are satisfactory for the 
delivery conditions of Reference 1. 

The ECM radome is the weakest component with respect to overpressure but will 
withstand at least 0.36 psi. The ECM-radome capability is below the overpressure- 
capability level to which the aircraft would be subjected under the delivery conditions 
of Reference 1. 

Nuclear radiation was insignificant for the B-52 locations rela.lve to the detonation 
points. 

5.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 

The following recommendations are a result of the experience gained by Project 5.2 
in Operation Redwing: 

1. The B-52 need not participate in future nuclear tests as weapon-capability air¬ 
craft under the delivery conditions stated in the present B-52 Special Weapons Delivery 
Handbook. 

2. It is recommended that the data obtained during Operation Redwing, as well as 
from previous operations, be used to develop or modify existing theories into mor» 
expeditious and less complex methods of predicting blast- and thermal-energy levels 
in space. These new or modified methods should not, however, sacrifice accuracy for 
simplicity. 

3. It is recommended that the thermal crew curtains and curtain installations be 
evaluated to develop a curtain and installation which will provide a satisfactory light- 
shitlding capability for anticipated energy levels as determined for the Reference 1 
delivery conditions. 

4. It is recommended that revisions be made to the ECM radome to increase its 
overpressure capability to be consistent with the basic overpressure capability of the 
B-52. 
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PROJECT 52 ORGANIZATION 
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Figura B.3 Right wing and No. 6 engine instrumentation locations 

I’D ft 

Ptz Inlet Tolo I Pressure 

^T3 Intercomprossor Total Pressure 

PT4 Compressor Otschorga Total Pressura 

PT7 Turbina Oischarga Total Pressura 

^T2 inlet Total Tamparatura 

tT3 Intercomprossor Total Tamparatura 

tT4 Compresser Oischarga r_ 
Total Tamparatura 

rTS Turbina Inlet Total Tamparatura 

T 
T7 Turbina OiKharga Total 

Tamparatura (4 Thermocouples 
Parallel ) 

tts ptp 

INTERCOMPRESSOR 

ENOS« INLET 

K ZÍ 
17 tj ïS PTTV-. 
•C o*« Po^TP TTT ¢1 

COMPRESSOR OaCMMOE TURPINE 
INLET 

turpine discharge 

Figura B.4 No. 6 engine instrumentation locations. 
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Figure B.5 Fuselage load and acceleration Instrumentation locations. 

« Thermocouple 

□ Pressure Pickup 
■ Cornera 

o Calorimeter 

f Radiometer 

Symbol Script Indicates Quantity 

100 346 695 1290 

SIDE VIEW 

Figure B.6 Fuselage thermal and pressure Instrumentation and camera locations. 
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Figure B.7 Horizontal etabilizer load and acceleration inetrumentation locations. 

Figure B.8 Horizontal etabilizer thermal and preeeure instrumentation locations. 
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Appendix C 

METEOROLOGICAL OATA 
Table C.l «hows meteorological data relative to the teat shots in which B-52 Serial 
No. 52-004 participated. 

TABLE C.l METEOROLOGICAL DATA 

Observed weather furnished by Joint Task Force Seven 

Shot _Conditions at Sea Level 
Pressure Temperature Humidity 

Aircraft 
Absolute 
Altitude 

Conditions at Aircraft Absolute Altitude 

Pressure Temperature Wind 
Velocity 

Wind 
Direction 

Cherokee 
Zuni 
Dakota 
Mohawk 

Apache 
Navajo 
Tewa 
Huron 

mb 

1,009.0 
1,010.5 
1.009.1 
1,010.2 

1,010.5 
1,010.2 
1,009.3 
1,007.8 

81.0 
81.0 
82.0 
79.6 

80.3 
81.2 
82.0 
81.4 

pet 

76 
80 
80 
81 

84 
80 
85 
84 

kllofeet 

31 
32 
22 
25 

34 
38 
41 
20 

mb 

307 
295 
441 
396 

270 
225 
194 
483 

•28.0 
-28.8 

6.0 
1.6 

•38.8 
-58.5 
-74.0 
-18.5 

knots 

06 
27 
10 
05 

IS 
15 
20 
06 

deg 

235 
210 
220 
160 

200 
260 
260 
020 
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Appendix D 

MISCELLANEOUS DERIVATIONS 
D.l SHOCK-FRONT VELOCITY AND ANGLE 

ThrM presaur« transducers, at widely spaced locations on the aircraft, were used 
to determine the shock-front velocity and angle. The equations for calculating these 
quantities, using the measured times required for the shock to traverse the instruments, 
are developed below. It is assumed that there Is no yaw angle between the aircraft and 
shock-velocity vectors, so a two-dimensional analysis is used. 

Tbs geometry of the instrument locations and the shock front at the time when the 
first instrument is affected is shown in Figure D.l. 

Where: V, » velocity of airplane (true), ft/sec 

V, * velocity of shock front, ft/sec 

vsa “ r«l»tive velocity of shock front with respect to the airplane, ft/sec 

&t| ■ time required for shock to travel from Gage 1 to Gage 2, sec 

¿t| * time required for shock to travel from Gage 1 to Gage 3, sec 

1 * angle between the shock-front-velocity vector and tbs horizontal, deg 

Y ■ pitch angle of the aircraft, deg 

0 ■ angle between a water line and the reference line connecting pressure 
ports P| and P), deg 

From Figure D.l: 

V* « Vgg sin r 4 Vg cos rç 

a sin 8 ■ d¡ sin r 

d, « Vgg Atg 

Therefore, by substitution the equation for the shock-front velocity is: 

a sin 8 
V. At, ♦ Vg cos i) 

The angle of the shock-front velocity is calculated from 

n * 90 - 8 - ó 

Where, from Figure D.l, 

a « <t> ♦ y 

The remaining unknown in the equations of shock-front velocity and angle is the angle 
8 which Is defined from Figure D.l as: 
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D.2 P06TSH0CK AIRCRAFT TRUE AIRSPEED 

TIm poauhock trua airapood may ba computad In tarma of the propertiea of the 
atmoapbara and the preahock airapaad aa derivad below. 

Lat Pj total praaaure, pal 

P • ambiaot praaaure, pal 

y ■ ratio of apaelflc beata for air, 1.4 

V » aircraft true airapaad. ft/aac 

a ■ apead of aouad, ft/aac 

I > praaaure ratio P,/P, 

and aubaeripta 1 and S rafar to praabock and poatahock condition«, respectively. 
From Bernoulll'a aquation of 1 «entropie flow In a compreaaible fluid: 

Than by ratio of the praabock and poatahock oondlttoos. the poatahock aircraft 
velocity may ba determined from, 
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Wb*r« th* postahock paramatara nacaaaary to parform tha calculation may ba da tar¬ 
ín load from praahock quantifias as: 

P, • Pt ♦ AP 

PT, " PT, 4 apT 

Hugoniot relationship) h. . 
»ï 

V* 
(Rankine- 

Tha incremental pressuras AP and APT wars measured from a M(h-responsa-rata 
pressura system. 

Tha prashock value of the total prassura, Pj(, may ha calculated from the Bernoulli 
aquation rearranged as 

but, a « 49.01 /T and, y » 1.4 

_ _ f, 0.83275 X 10“4 „,1 *•* 
«>• PT, " pi L1 ^-t- V J 

D.3 MATERIAL VELOCITY DETERMINED FROM AIRCRAFT VELOCITIES 
AND SHOCK ANGLE 

Tha material velocity may be calculated using the prsshock aircraft velocity, tha 
postshock aircraft velocity as calculated in Appendix D.2, and the shock-front angle as 
calculated in Appendix D.l. 

By geometry from the above diagram. 
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w ■ V|4-V,4 sin t? ♦ Vj co*i? 

i 

. • 

? 

i 

Where: w » material velocity, ft/aec 

V ■ aircraft velocity, ft/aec 

«I • angle of ahock front, deg 

and aubacrlpta 1 and 2 refer to preahock and poatahock, respectively. 
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